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ABSTRACT 
 The following is a summary of research for a portion of the project titled Nano-Enhanced 
and Bio-Inspired Composite Materials for Mitigation and Protection of TIH Railcars and 
Stationary Tanks Against High Power Impact.  This research investigated several nano-enhanced 
polymers for their suitability in high-speed impact protection applications.  The polymers were 
tested mechanically to find ideal nano-particle additive percentages then coated onto steel 
substrates.  These coated substrates were impacted using 0.50-caliber projectiles in order to find 
the ballistic limit (V50) for each combination.  Computer modeling in ANSYS AUTODYN was 
undertaken to calculate a numerical ballistic limit for each plate configuration. The experimental 
and numerical V50 values were compared to determine the adequacy of the solver to accurately 
replicate the ballistic limit experiments. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 Due to their toxicity, hazardous chemicals released into the environment pose a severe 
threat to public safety—regardless of the source and manner of release.  Most hazardous 
chemicals are contained and controlled with the utmost care to ensure that they are not released 
inadvertently.  In the event of a release, it is generally due to storage vessel transport collisions 
or offloading leaks.  However, there are some scenarios that can involve the deliberate and 
intentional exploitation of certain weaknesses in containment—particularly, a terrorist attack on 
a railcar tanker carrying a hazardous dense gas.   
The American railcar industry transports high volumes of hazardous chemicals daily 
without incident.  Their cargo is necessary for a wide range of applications, and their manner of 
transport is ideal for those applications—high cargo volume with minimal risk of release.  One 
particular cargo transported in mass quantities is liquid chlorine.  Chlorine is a vital chemical 
need in many consumer products, such as plastics and cleaning agents.  Additionally, it is used as 
a disinfectant and is imperative to the production of potable drinking water.  However, chlorine 
is very toxic in high doses and is particularly harmful by contact, inhalation, or ingestion.   
Due to the toxicity of chlorine and its imminent threat to the public, it is very important 
for the railcar industry to make sure containment is a virtually perfect system.  Most modern 
railcar tankers consists of a 19 millimeter (0.75 inch) shell of TC-128 steel, a railcar specific 
alloy known for its high toughness.  Some railcars have layers of foam insulation to ensure 
temperature regulation—important to keeping the chlorine in liquid form.  The entire 
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containment shell works as a barrier impervious to most everyday hazards.  However, they are 
not impermeable to high-speed collisions or some high-power ballistic attacks. 
The threat of chlorine gas release is a very dangerous threat to the public because of the 
nature of railways and railway hubs.  An accidental release by collision, which has been known 
to occur (Graniteville, SC 2005), can be difficult to remediate but much of American railways 
traverse rural areas which are sparsely populated.  Railway hubs are most often found in large 
urban areas where the population density is very high, increasing the threat of an intentional 
release.  Additionally, the tankers carrying cargo are generally not moving due to the loading and 
unloading activities that occur at hub stations.  The combination of high loss of life, ease of 
accessibility, and the relative simplicity of attack makes these tankers stationed at a railway hub 
an appealing target for prospective terrorists.   
In a theoretical attack, a high power rifle could be used to pierce the tank and allow the 
liquid chlorine to escape.  It would then evaporate and form chlorine gas plumes as it is exposed 
to ambient temperature and pressure.  Due to the dense nature of chlorine gas, the plumes would 
stay low the ground and be dispersed by winds.  In a large metropolitan area, these plumes could 
easily come in contact with the public—causing mass injury and possibly death.  [Chapman 
2012].  Because this particular scenario has no prior precedent, it would be difficult for first 
responders, such as emergency medical technicians and firefighters, to have a concise course of 
action.  This lack of protocol could cause confusion, compounding the issue by endangering the 
lives of all involved.   
One solution to the problem would be to simply make the railcar tankers thicker; 
however, the amount of steel needed to make the vessels impervious to gunfire could exceed the 
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weight limits of many railway bridges it may encounter on its transit.  Another solution could be 
to retrofit the tankers with a bullet-proof membrane such as Kevlar.  This solution has the 
potential to not necessarily be cost-effective due to the sheer cost and amount of material needed 
for the large number of railcars in service throughout the country.  An ideal solution would be to 
find a lightweight, affordable material that could be retrofitted with ease—such as nano-
enhanced polymers.  Such polymers have not only shown superior ballistic resistance, but also 
the ability to potentially self-seal a breach due to their hyper-elastic properties.  These polymers 
could be used to serve a dual purpose of preventing a bullet-hole breach in the case of an attack, 
while also providing a system of stopping or stemming a toxic material release in the unlikely 
case that the container was breached. 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Ballistic loading to steel  
Impact related problems have been heavily researched over the years due to their 
relevance to the ever-expanding realm of science.  Studies have attempted to physically 
understand and mathematically describe the phenomena taking place during ballistic penetration.  
Specifically, the mechanics of high speed ballistic impact on hard plates has been modeled in 
high volume over the years, as well.  Many of these studies look at the effects of external 
coatings on the effect of penetration.  As far as ballistic resistance mechanisms are concerned, 
elastomer coating are not fully understood [Borvik et al. 1999].   
In regard to ballistic impact mechanics of metallic plates, there are a number of factors 
that can effect penetration.  A paper by Dikshit, Kutumbarao, and Sundararajan outlines that 
these parameters can be projectile related (size, shape, density, hardness), impact related 
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(velocity, angle), or target plate related (hardness, strength, ductility, microstructure, thickness).  
Their study sought to quantify the effect of target plate hardness on ballistic penetration.  Their 
conclusion was that ballistic resistance depended on the stress state of the target plate.  Under 
plane strain conditions (thick plate, i.e. 80 mm), increasing the hardness of the plate increased 
the resistance to penetration due to heightened energy dissipation.  Under plane stress conditions 
(thin plate, i.e. 20 mm), increasing the hardness added resistance initially; however, beyond a 
certain hardness, resistance decreased due to the onset of adiabatic shear band induced plugging 
[Dikshit et al. 1995]. 
Several researchers studied the feasibility of using polymers to improve the ballistic 
resistance of steel plates. Roland et al. showed that polyurea, when coated on the front face of the 
steel plates, provided a significant enhancement in the ballistic-penetration resistance of these 
plates with respect to the impact by fragment simulating projectiles (FSP) [Roland et al. 2010].  
In another study conducted by Roland concluded that the most logical choice of mechanism that 
could be responsible for the observed improvement in ballistic impact resistance of the polyurea-
coated steel plates is a phase transition of the polyurea from the rubbery to the glassy state 
[Roland et al. 2007].  A later study provided computational support for the ballistic resistance 
improvement mechanism based on the deformation-induced glass transition [Grujicic et al. 
2010]. Xue et al. studied experimentally and numerically the impact resistance of uncoated DH-
36 steel plates, plates with polyurea backing, and sandwich plates subjected to both pointed and 
flat projectiles. They found that the polyurea coating provided additional resistance in terms of 
energy absorption through two mechanisms, the increase in the energy dissipated by the steel 
plate and the increased energy stored in the polyurea itself [Xue et al. 2010].  In the contrast with 
other researchers, Amini et al. found that the polyurea layer can have a significant effect on the 
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response of the steel plate under dynamic impulsive loading both in terms of failure mitigation 
and energy absorption, only if it is deposited on the back face of the plate.  When polyurea was 
placed on the front face (i.e., the blast-receiving face) of the plate, it enhanced the destructive 
effect of the blast, promoting the failure of the steel plate [Amini et al. 2006]. 
1.1.2 Split-Hopkinson pressure bar and strain-rate sensitivity of elastomers  
There is a continuing debate as to the extent of the strain rate sensitivity of materials 
including metals and polymers at high rates of strain [Dioh et al. 1994].  However, there is 
enough data to show that compared to metals, which have weak strain-rate dependence, 
polymers show pronounced strain-rate dependence at low, intermediate, and high strain rates 
[Shim and Mohr 2009].  In the case of impact scenarios, high strain rates are the most relevant.  
Scientists use different methods to find polymer properties depending on strain rate loading.  In 
the case of high strain rate, the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar is commonly used.  
One paper by Y.B. Lu and Q.M Li studied the dynamic behavior of polymers at high 
strain rates based on SHPB tests.  In their study, they quantified strain rate dependency as the 
dependence of the dynamic flow stress on strain rate for polymers.  They represented this by a 
dynamic increase factor or “DIF”.  DIF is defined by the ratio of the dynamic first peak stress to 
its quasi-static value in compression in the true uni-axial stress-strain curve.  Their work showed 
that the DIF of polymers increase with strain rates.  They found that radial inertia stress and 
interfacial friction between the bars and the specimen produced lateral confinement.  This lateral 
confinement causes an apparent increase of the DIF of polymers, which can produce skewed 
strain rate data.  This effect can cause a misinterpretation of strain rate dependence [Lu and Li 
2011]. 
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1.1.3 Polyurea and strain rate behavior 
Elastomers or “elastic polymers” are viscoelastic materials that are ideal for many 
applications due to superior mechanical properties.  Polyurea, a common elastomer, is frequently 
used as a coating material due to its ability to resist corrosion and abrasion for the underlying 
material [Shim and Mohr 2009].  It is a highly studied material as well, spawning many papers 
that delve into its material model and behavior under varying strain-rates. 
Similar to Lu and Li, Jongmin Shim and Dirk Mohr studied the behavior of polyurea at 
low, intermediate, and high strain rates using the SHPB.  In order to study the effect at low and 
intermediate rates, a modified SHPB system designed by Zhao and Gary was used.  It consisted 
of a hydraulic actuator, rather than the more commonly used striker bar, and a fixed transmission 
bar.  The fixed transmission bar was set up in such a way to nullify the inertial effects of the 
impact.  They found that the natural mismatch in impedance of the aluminum bars and polyurea 
specimen caused shorter pulse duration, making low and intermediate tests very difficult.  To 
remedy this issue, a nylon bar set up was used in addition to the aluminum bar set up.  They 
concluded that their tests verified the known strain rate sensitivity of polyurea.  However, it was 
not possible to perform experiments at reasonably constant strain rates with their technique due 
to finite length of the input and output bars causing a periodic change in loading velocity.  They 
found that intermediate strain rate SHPB experiments require either very long bars (>20 meters) 
or very short bars (<0.5 meters) in order to achieve a constant strain rate [Zhao and Gary 1997].  
Both of these studies show what Dioh et al. concluded, the true extent of the increase in strain 
rate sensitivity is inconsistent and depends on frictional constraints. 
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1.1.4 POSS 
 A nano-composite that has shown superior impact resistance and self-healing behavior is 
Polyhedral Oligomeric Sissesquioxane, also known as POSS.  It is a revolutionary material used 
primarily to add unique properties to a variety of products such as: thermoplastics, thermosets, 
elastomers and coatings. It is foundational in nature and possesses a broad scope of applications 
within the consumer products, aerospace, biological, pharmaceutical, agricultural, transportation, 
and construction industries [Hybrid Plastics Inc. 2012].  
 Hybrid Plastics Inc., based in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, is the patent owner and the only 
company in the world that manufactures POSS and its derivatives. Hybrid Plastics is an offshoot 
from the U.S. Air Force Research Labs at Edwards Air Force Base. In December 2005, POSS 
was designated by a presidential determination to be a nano-technology that was in the strategic 
interest of the United States. It has been hailed as the next big leap in plastics and molecular 
technology due to its unique properties, in addition to its affordability. 
 Polyhedral Oligomeric Silsesquioxane nano-chemicals represent an example of true 
molecular level assembly.  They are the first entirely new chemical feedstock to have been 
developed in the last 50 years.  They are affordable and cost-competitive, and represent a 
recyclable polymer feedstock—one that combines the beneficial properties of plastics 
(processability and toughness) with those of ceramics (thermal, chemical and oxidative stability) 
and metals (radiation absorption, catalysis, refractive index, and conductivity).  
 The molecular structure of POSS is a cage of eight silicon atoms linked together with 
oxygen atoms.  At each of the eight corners is a receptacle responsive to many chemicals in 
mainstream organic chemistry.  This allows for a large variation in the use of POSS.  In regard to 
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the properties POSS can add to common materials, a few include: higher use temperature, 
resistance to water and solvent, scratch/wear resistance, improved mechanical properties, 
resistance to oxidation and UV degradation.  POSS can be formulated with epoxy in order to 
raise the glass transition of the base material.  Likewise, it can be added to amines for use as co-
curatives for epoxies to obtain better mechanical performance [Hybrid Plastics Inc. 2012]. 
 The hybrid (organic/inorganic) composition of POSS technology enables it to occupy a 
very unique and dramatically enhanced property space relative to material building blocks 
(Figure 1).  An important benefit is that it imparts material formulations containing POSS with 
excellent thermal, oxidative, and environmental stability and toughness.  This is largely due to 
the inorganic component.  The organic portion of their composition provides compatibility with 
polymers thereby enabling their facile incorporation into all polymeric resin systems. 
 
  Materials chemists and engineers are competently working with molecules and 
macromolecules and formulating engineering solutions, but they simply do not have the tools 
necessary to rationally design structures in all three dimensions at the nanometer length scale. 
POSS building blocks provide the tools for this size regime.  A tabulation of critical length scales 
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Fig.1. (a) The unique hybrid (organic-inorganic) nature of POSS
®
 Nanostructured
®
 Chemicals. 
(b)The anatomy of a POSS
®
 chemical. 
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has been provided for calibration on this point (Figure 2a). It should be noted that most of the 
physical properties in materials begin to manifest themselves at the one to ten nanometer level. 
Therefore, it is highly relevant to ensure that the nano-agents are fully dispersible, and 
compatible at this length scale and in all three dimensions. Otherwise, physical properties cannot 
be fully controlled. POSS technology accomplishes this and provides enhancement to a very 
wide range of physical properties. 
 POSS dispersion is thermodynamically governed by the free energy of mixing equation 
(G = H-TS). The nature of the R group and the reactive group’s ability to react or interact 
with polymers and surfaces on the POSS cage greatly contribute to a favorable enthalpic (H) 
term.  Also, the entropic term (S) for POSS is highly favorable because of the mono-scopic 
cage size.  The thermodynamic forces driving dispersion are contributed to by kinetic mixing 
forces that occur during high shear mixing, solvent blending or alloying. POSS building blocks 
provide the potential to incorporate metals into polymers without the limitations of viscosity 
increases, loading levels, agglomeration, and opacity that plague traditional filler technologies. 
POSS possesses
 
the revolutionary ability to be tailored to nearly any conventional polymer 
system.  Additionally, POSS can be loaded at a fifty percent by weight level while maintaining 
optical transparency and processability [Lichtenhan et al. 2001]. 
 Structural control at the one to ten nanometer length scale is critical for improvement of 
ballistic properties. This can be realized by examining the “Mechanics” length scale over which 
energy transfer occurs in polymeric systems.  By controlling the structure at this length scale, 
POSS can be utilized to alloy the free volume (space in between polymer chains) thereby 
increasing the number of chains undergoing deformation by a projectile. Scientifically, this 
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mechanism has been described in detail by Mather and later by Coughlin and others.  The 
mechanism of POSS nano-reinforcement is referred to as a Sticky reptation model (Figure 2b).  
Mechanistically, this model involves the retardation of chain motion and slippage by increasing 
inter-chain entanglements via POSS and nearby polymer chains. It has been empirically 
determined that at only five percent by weight loadings every polymer chain is a neighbor or a 
near neighbor to a rigid 1.5 nanometer POSS cage. Thus a highly uniform one-nanometer 
dispersed network is produced without the need for chemical crosslinking. 
 
1.1.5 POSS-enhanced polyurea 
Dr. Ahmed Al-Ostaz and Dr. Alexander Cheng evaluated the effectiveness of using 
POSS enhanced polyurea in blast protection of buildings. This was part of a SERRI funded 
project titled Nano-Particle Reinforced Composites for Critical Infrastructure Protection. A 
quarter-scale model wall made of scaled down brick units were used to investigate the response 
of retrofitted concrete masonry units (CMU) to external blast loadings. The walls were retrofitted 
by spraying a two millimeter thick layer of polyurea. Three walls were tested at the US Army 
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 Fig.2. (a) Diagram of structural control at the nanoscopic length scale. (b) The Sticky 
reptation model proposed by Mather and Coughlin (POSS cage = grey sphere). 
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Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) using a large blast simulator: one 
retrofitted with unreinforced polyurea, retrofitted with reinforced polyurea using xGnP, and one 
retrofitted with reinforced polyurea using POSS. The walls were secured in a steel frame with 
dowels at top and bottom to simulate simply supported conditions and free boundary conditions 
at left and right. All walls were subjected to the same level of blast loading.  It was observed that 
the wall retrofitted with polyurea without any nano reinforcement experienced horizontal cracks 
at every horizontal mortar line throughout the blast events.  Finally, it suffered a tensile failure at 
its horizontal mid-height mortar joint (Figure 3). However, the retrofit helped the debris to 
remain intact and prevented it from entering the test structure. In contrast, the wall retrofitted 
with POSS enhanced polyurea did not fail and sustained the blast loading completely (Figure 4).  
These results were confirmed numerically using finite element analysis [Cheng et al. 2009]. 
 
Numerical results 
obtained using 
AUTODYN 
hydrodynamic code 
Experimental results 
obtained using BLS 
Beginning of the Failure Final Stage  
         
 
 
 
 
                                                           
 
 
 
Fig.3. Deformation and failure shapes obtained numerically and experimentally for the 
case of CMU retrofitted with polyurea. 
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1.1.6 NBR and HNBR 
Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (NBR) is a common unsaturated thermoset copolymer used in 
many industrial and automotive products.  It is known for its resistance to a wide variety to 
chemical compounds.  Specifically, it is often used in the automotive industry as a gasket 
material—designed to resist fuel and oil contact.  NBR can withstand a broad range of 
temperatures, -40 C to 125 C [IISRP 2012].  However, it has weak flame resistance and can be 
chemically degraded by aromatic hydrocarbons.  As far as mechanical properties, NBR shows 
adequate tensile strength, good elongation, and excellent compression set resistance [Preferred 
Compounding 2012].  In addition to its inherent properties, NBR can be formulated with 
additives, such as reinforcements or protectants, in order to make useful products.   
Fig.4. Failure shapes obtained numerically and experimentally for the case of CMU 
retrofitted with POSS-reinforced polyurea 
Numerical results 
obtained using 
AUTODYN 
hydrodynamic code 
Experimental results 
obtained using BLS 
Maximum deflection final stage  
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 Hydrogenated nitrile butadiene rubber (HNBR) is a variation of the commonly used 
nitrile butadiene rubber.  Compounds of HNBR have the same chemical resistance as NBR, but 
they exhibit superior mechanical and thermal properties.  Depending on admixture, tensile 
strengths can range from 1,800-4,000 psi and effective temperatures can range from -40 C to 177 
C.  HNBR is usually chosen over standard NBR in scenarios where high physical strength, wear 
resistance, and retention of properties after long term exposure to heat and chemicals is 
necessary (Tetralene 2012).   
1.1.7 Ballistic Limit (V50) 
 Ballistic limit is a quantity used by ballistic scientists that measures the capability of a 
material or component to stop or reduce the impact velocity and mass of a projectile.  The 
Department of Defense testing standard MIL-STD-662F defines ballistic limit as the minimum 
velocity at which a particular projectile is expected to consistently penetrate armor of given 
thickness.  Additionally, it can be defined at the maximum velocity a given projectile can be 
expected to fail to penetrate a given target.  Since firing tests are quite costly and precise striking 
velocity is not guaranteed, statistical methods are often used.  One statistical approach to ballistic 
limit is the calculation of the V50—the velocity at which it is equally likely for a projectile to 
penetrate a given target.  V50 calculation averages an equal number of the highest partial 
penetration velocities with the lowest complete penetration velocities.  Four to ten data points are 
generally needed for V50 calculation with maximum velocity difference ranges of 18-38 meters 
per second (60-125 fps) [Department of Defense 1997]. 
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1.2 Statement of Problem 
The chemical industry transports large amounts of Toxic Inhalation Hazard (TIH) 
materials in railroad tank cars for use in various industries. Under the Hazardous Materials 
Regulation 49 CFR 171- 180, TIH materials are defined as chemicals that are known to be toxic 
to humans in the event of release during transportation (see 49 CFR 171.8,173.115,  and 
173.132). An example of a TIH material is chlorine. In 2006, the American chemical industry 
produced 12.2 million metric tons of chlorine, making it one of the ten most produced chemicals 
in the United States by weight. Chlorine gas is heavier than air, and therefore will disperse 
slowly into the atmosphere after release. Because chlorine is water soluble, exposure to the gas 
irritates the mucous membranes and eyes at concentrations (in air) under 3 parts per million 
(ppm). Moderate irritation of the upper respiratory tract occurs at 5-15 ppm, followed by chest 
pain, vomiting, and diarrhea at 30 ppm. Above 50 ppm, lung inflammation and pulmonary 
edema occurs. Chlorine is deadly at concentrations of several hundred ppm or higher. According 
to the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, a chlorine concentration of 10 ppm 
is considered to be immediately dangerous to life or health [NTI 2012].   
When either railroad tank or stationary tank is accidentally or intentionally punctured, 
there is a high probability that the contents will leak into the environment possibly causing 
serious human health issues, economic disruption, and environmental impact. In the past several 
years there have been a number of releases of TIH materials from rail tank cars.  Fortunately, 
these releases occurred in relatively sparsely populated areas. The most recent was the release of 
about 70 tons of chlorine from a rail car crash in Graniteville, South Carolina, in January 2005. 
The release affected people two miles downwind of the derailment—killing 9 and injuring 
hundreds of others. Approximately 5,400 residents within a mile of the crash were forced to 
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evacuate to allow HAZMAT teams and clean-up crews to decontaminate the area. A similar-size 
chlorine release occurred in a sparsely populated, rural area near San Antonio, Texas in June 
2004, when two freight trains collided. A conductor and two residents were killed by chlorine 
gas. There were reports of symptoms of exposure at a distance of 10 miles away, in addition to 
the 43 people who were hospitalized from direct chlorine inhalation.  
Chlorine is just one of several high-volume hazardous chemicals, including anhydrous 
ammonia, ethylene oxide, hydrogen cyanide, and amorphous hydrogen fluoride that pose a 
danger to those who live near fixed chemical facilities or along rail or pipeline routes that 
transport the chemicals. If a major release occurred in a densely settled urban area, it would have 
the potential to cause large-scale casualties and disruption of commerce due to propitiation of 
traffic flow from the resultant chemical release. Recognizing this danger, President George W. 
Bush signed the Consolidation Security, Disaster Assistance, and Continuing Appropriations 
Act, 2009 (Public Las 110-329), providing funds for the Department of Homeland Security for 
Fiscal Year (FY) 2009. This legislation appropriated $400 million for the Transit Security Grant 
Program (TSGP) of which $15 million funds the Freight Rail Security Grant Program (FRSGP) 
[FEMA 2012]. 
The emergence of bio-inspired and self-healing materials during the last decade has 
drastically altered the landscape of scientific research and technology development. The addition 
of nano-reinforcements into polymers can make them have superior and/or unique mechanical 
properties. In this research, it was proposed to use advanced technologies (individually or 
combined) to improve the resiliency of American railcars and tankers. 
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1.3 Relevance to DHS Mission and Impact on DHS Capabilities 
Protecting the critical infrastructure and key resources (CI/KR) of the United States is 
essential to the nation’s security, public health and safety, economic vitality, and way of life. 
Attacks on CI/KR could significantly disrupt the functioning of government and business; it can 
also produce cascading effects far beyond the targeted sector and physical location of the 
incident. Direct terrorist attacks and natural, manmade, or technological hazards could produce 
catastrophic losses in terms of human casualties, property destruction, and economic effects, as 
well as profound damage to public morale and confidence. Attacks using components of the 
nation’s CI/KR as weapons of mass destruction could have even more devastating physical and 
psychological consequences.  The research in this research falls within the Infrastructure and 
Geophysical Division (IGD) of the Department of Homeland Securities (DHS) Science & 
Technology (S&T) Directorate mission of building a safer, more secure, and more resilient 
America via enhancing protection of the Nation’s CI/KR.  The overall goal of this directorate is 
to prevent, deter, neutralize, or mitigate the effects of deliberate efforts by terrorist to destroy, 
incapacitate, or exploit them; and to strengthen national preparedness, timely response, and rapid 
recovery in the event of an attack, natural disaster, or other emergency. 
 The Transportation Security Laboratory (TSL) Explosives Effects and Survivability 
Group (EESG) and Survivability Weapon Effects Division (Code 664) of the Naval Surface 
Warfare Center Carderock Division (NSWCCD) has been participating in a study being 
conducted by the Freight Rail Division of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to 
determine the consequences of a terrorist attack on a rail tank car carrying chlorine.  NSWCD 
working in conjunction with Naval Surface Warfare Center Indian Head Division (NSWC-IH) 
and/ or its contractors is responsible for further refining DHS-specified toxic inhalant hazard 
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(TIH) rail car threat scenarios, testing and assessing specific threat scenarios, identifying 
potential self-sealing technologies, acquiring rail car test assets/fixtures and preparation, 
administration, instrumentation, and documentation of the testing per established or emerging 
DHS test requirements/specification.  
 The objective of the aforementioned effort is to consider the primary TIH of interest 
(chlorine), investigate, assess, and develop technologies and methodologies (both retrofit and 
new design) that will reduce or eliminate the release of TIH from the threat scenario of 0.50-
caliber rifle attacks.  One of the main recommendations of the study was identification of 
mitigation material requirements and methodologies: design data on different types of TIH rail 
tank cars, self-sealing technologies, blast/fragmentation penetration resistant materials, chemical 
process changes, perimeter protection technologies, and puncture detection/ alert technology.  
Therefore, there is a need to develop technologies and methodologies that will reduce or 
eliminate the release of TIH materials from railcar tanks and stationary tanks after terrorist 
attacks from a 0.50 caliber round.  This research evaluated the success of nano-enhanced, bio-
inspired, and self- healing materials for retrofitting railway tank cars. 
1.4 Objective 
 The objective of this research was to exploit the exotic properties of nano materials to 
create new, multi-functional nano-composites for designing the next generation of railroad tank 
cars used for transporting TIH chemicals. Ideally, the developed product would provide ballistic 
resistance against high power rifle bullet impact. Nano-enhanced composites and other 
innovative materials were used. Specific objectives included:  
1) Identifying potential nano-enhanced polymers that could be engineered and synthesized. 
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2) Identifying and validating the use of self-sealing materials.  
3) Establishing the steel plate-polymer blast energy dissipation mechanisms through V50 
evaluation and finite element modeling approaches. 
4) Evaluating the viability of using steel polymer laminates for improving ballistic 
resistance of railcar tanks. 
 
1.5 Research Tasks 
1.5.1 Evaluate mechanical properties of nano enhanced polymers 
Experimental and numerical techniques were employed to evaluate, optimize and design 
the materials under investigation.  This research moves from hypothesis to reality using material-
based modeling and advanced experiments. While modeling helped the design and optimization 
of the properties of the materials, the experiments were used to validate and to investigate the 
effectiveness of the designs. Therefore, joint experimental and theoretical programs were used.  
The evaluation of nano-enhanced polymers included several test methods: Instron tension 
testing, Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar experiments, dynamic materials analysis (DMA), thermo-
gravimetric analysis (TGA), and advanced force microscopy (AFM) tests.   
1.5.2 Material/product design 
In this task, the highest performing POSS-enhanced polyurea and hydrogenated nitrile 
rubber alloys from the material evaluation were used in conjunction with several layering 
systems in order to find the best configuration for the optimum ballistic resistant performance.  
These layering systems consisted of different substrate plate material, substrate thicknesses, and 
substrate/coating layer combinations. 
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1.5.3 Ballistic evaluation 
Ballistic testing for this research was a critical component of numerical model calibration 
and verification.  The ballistic experiments were outsourced under close supervision from the 
author to ensure quality of data.  The experiments were designed to reflect not only real-world 
scenarios but also the assumptions made in the laboratory.  Additionally, all experiments 
followed the strict regulations of ballistic limit calculation of steel plates outlined in the test 
method standard MIL-STD-662F published by the Department of Defense.  The experiments 
provided ballistic limit (V50) values crucial for quantifying the performance of coatings and 
plate configurations. 
1.5.4 Numerical simulations  
The numerical simulations were designed to allow for multiple cases that were not 
necessarily realistic or cost-effective to simulate experimentally.  These simulations were 
calibrated using proper material data and ballistic test results using the uncoated TC-128 plate as 
a baseline.  Once calibrated, each ballistic experiment was reproduced computationally and 
analyzed.  The goal was to verify the experiments by quantifying the difference between the 
experimental V50 and numerical V50.  This data would show the viability of using finite element 
software when determining and analyzing ballistic limit tests.   
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2. METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Experimental Program 
The experimental program was designed to quantify the performance of the nano-
enhanced polymers investigated in this research.  The goal was to analyze not only the ballistic 
limit (V50) performance of each but also to examine any self-sealing behavior.  The basis of this 
test plan comes from Elastomer-steel Laminate Armor [Roland et al. 2010] and from 
conventional ballistic limit testing methods, including testing standard MIL-STD-662F [DOD 
1997].  The experimental plan was developed by Dr. Ahmed Al-Ostaz of the Nano Infrastructure 
Research Laboratory at the University of Mississippi. Testing was completed at H.P. White 
Ballistic Laboratory in Street, Maryland.  
 The target plates used in this study consisted of various set-ups of plate material, polymer 
coatings, and layering combinations.  There were two types of steels used, TC-128 and Mil A 
46100 Rev D high hardness steel (HHS).  TC-128 is the railcar standard steel and is known for 
very high toughness. The TC-128 was the most applicable for the overall scope of the project; 
however, it is only available in one thickness.  The HHS is available in many thicknesses and 
was vital for the investigation of the effect of layering on ballistic resistance. All plates used 
were 30.5 centimeters (12 inches) wide and 30.5 centimeters (12 inches) long.    
Polymers used were polyurea with a three percent per hundred parts rubber (phr) epoxy 
POSS additive, HNBR with a three phr Tri-Silanollsooctyl (TSS) additive, and HNBR with a 
three phr Tri-SilanolPhenyl (TSP) additive.  These materials were selected for ballistic testing 
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based on their superior performance during tensile testing.  The polyurea/epoxy POSS (PUEP) 
composites were mixed and applied at the Nano Infrastructure Research Laboratory (NIRL) to 
both the TC-128 and HHS plates.  The HNBR samples were mixed and applied at Manville 
Rubber Products, Inc.   
As stated before, the HHS plates were the primary targets used for the layering study due 
to their availability and variation of thicknesses.  The layers were alternated between coating and 
steel while the areal density of the plates stayed consistent.  The two-layer plate consisted of 12.7 
millimeters (0.5 inches) of coating and 12.7 millimeters of steel, the four-layer plate consisted of 
two 6.35 millimeter (0.25 inch) layers of coating and two 6.35 millimeter layers of steel.  The 
eight-layer plate consisted of eight 3.2 millimeter layers of alternating steel and coating.  The 
twelve-layer plate had the same configuration as the eight-layer plate, but it added four layers of 
alternating aluminum sheeting and coating to the outer-most layer.  The TC-128 plates, due to 
their thickness constraint of 0.75 inches, were only tested with two-layer and 22-layer 
configurations.   The 22-layer configuration consisted of one steel plate with 21 alternating 
layers of aluminum and PUEP.  
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2.1.1 Material evaluation 
 Material testing was a key component in this research, as it was a crucial method of 
identifying the highest performing materials from within the large pool of materials under 
investigation.  Additionally, it was vital for material parameter inputs for numerical analysis.  
The material test method allowed for the determination of key material properties deemed 
desirable in high-speed impact scenarios.  This particular project called for a material to not only 
have high ballistic impact resistance, but also exhibit self-sealing behavior.  The self-sealing 
behavior was desirable in this instance due to the potential threat of hazardous materials escaping 
from the target vessel.   
Polyurea and HNBR were the primary base polymer coatings chosen for this 
investigation.  In addition to the primary polymer, an additive was added to each in different 
Fig.5. Diagram of coated plates used in ballistic limit (V50) testing. 
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quantities.  Polyurea additives were epoxy POSS and amine POSS.  HNBR additives were TSP 
and TSS POSS.  The goal of material testing was to determine if the addition of POSS could 
improve the material properties of the base polymers.  Additionally, it was important to identify 
the ideal percentage of POSS materials that gave the base polymer the greatest improvement in 
physical properties.   
All polymer blends containing polyurea were processed in the NIRL.  Ten variations of 
polyurea-based composites were created: pure polyurea, 1 phr epoxy POSS, 2 phr epoxy POSS, 
3 phr epoxy POSS, 4 phr epoxy POSS, 5 phr epoxy POSS, 1 phr amine POSS, 2 phr amine 
POSS, 3 phr amine POSS, and 4 phr amine POSS.  Once all materials were mixed, Teflon molds 
were used to create sheets of each constituent.  The resins were poured into an open mold, then 
quickly clamped closed.  The molds were then allowed to oven-cure in a vertical position. Due to 
the difficulty in the processing of NBR and HNBR, the production of material sheets was 
outsourced.   NBR and HNBR materials acquired consisted of 1.6 millimeter (0.0625 inch) 
sheets with TSS and TSP loadings of one, two, three, four, and five phr for each type of POSS.   
 
Fig.6. Open Teflon mold and closed mold. 
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Testing of hyperelastic materials can be difficult due to their excessive extension 
capacity.  Many times the gauge length of a test specimen will stretch along with portions of the 
grip sections, causing error in the strain calculation.  This effect was combatted by the use of a 
video extensometer.  The video extensometer was mounted on an Instron 5982 dual column floor 
model test system located in the NIRL at the University of Mississippi. Two paint marks on each 
specimen’s gauge length allowed the camera to pick up movement of the preset points using 
contrast.  Data captured from the video provided a relative gauge length measurement regardless 
of the absolute movement of the grips.  Another issue with hyperelastic materials is the Poisson’s 
effect at the grip surface, which can cause slippage.  This effect was combatted with the use of 
pneumatic grips that supplied a constant pressure along the grip surface throughout the test. 
Once cured, the specimens were cut using an ASTM D412-C die and a die press.  Each 
specimen was labeled and numbered.  The paint marks needed for the video extensometer were 
made using a template outlined in ASTM D412-06: Standard Test Methods for Vulcanized 
Rubber and Thermoplastic Elastomers—Tension.  The marks were circular and approximately 
two millimeters in diameter and 25 millimeters apart.  Just before testing, specimen thicknesses 
were recorded.  Specimens with a difference of 0.08 millimeters in minimum and maximum 
thickness were discarded, as were specimens with excessive air voids in the gauge length. 
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 Testing for each material comprised of at least five specimens per sample.  Stress-strain 
curves were seen in real-time, and depending on the data, more specimens were tested if needed.  
Each specimen was secured with grips set at approximately 30-35 psi.  As outlined in ASTM 
D412-06, the strain rate for each test was 500 mm/minute.  
 Due to the lack of manufacturer specifications for the TC-128 and HHS steels, these 
materials had to be evaluated.  The steel specimens were cut, machined, and tested according to 
the ASTM E8/E8M – 09 testing standard.  Before failure testing, a bi-axial extensometer was 
used to calculate Poisson’s ratio for both materials.  Poisson’s ratio was required in the 
calculation in bulk and shear modulus—two critical parameters needed for numerical modeling.  
The specimens were then tested to failure, gathering additional parameters needed such as 
Young’s modulus, yield stress, ultimate stress, and plastic strain.   
Fig.7. PUEP3P and HNBR TSS samples shown with paint marks. 
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2.1.2 Material Manufacturing 
 Materials manufactured in the NIRL for tensile testing were NBR 0-5 phr TSS and TSP, 
HNBR 0-5 phr TSS and TSP, Polyurea 0-5 phr Epoxy POSS, and Polyurea 0-4 phr Amine 
POSS.  Degassing was essential to ensure quality material specimens, in order to not interfere 
with physical properties.  Pure polyurea samples were heated in an oven at 80
o 
C for 30 minutes 
to remove bubbles prior to application.  Polyurea with POSS samples were combined and heated 
in an oven at 80
o 
C for 30 min then mixed by stirring.  The mixtures were then heated again at 
80
o 
C for 30 minutes again to remove any bubbles generated during the mixing process.  The 
following outlines the manufacturing process and ingredients used: 
i. Materials for NBR/HNBR 
 
Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (NBR) 
Nipol® Nitrile Elastomer: DN401LL (Un-vulcanized) 
Vendor: Zeon Chemical L.P., Louisville, KY, USA. 
 
Fig.8. Four inch steel specimens and specimen in testing apparatus. 
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Formulation: 
 5 phr PlastHall 7050   
 5 phr Kadox 920C 
 1 phr Stearic Acid 
 1 phr Agerite Resin D 
 3 phr N-550 
 0.5 phr HVA-2 
 3 phr Di-Cup 40KE 
NBR structure:  
 
 
Hydrogenated Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (HNBR) 
Zetpol® Hydrogenated Elastomer: Zetpol® 2020 and ZSC 2295 CX (Un-
vulcanized) 
Vendor: Zeon Chemical L.P., Louisville, KY, USA. 
Formulation: 
 Zetpol 2020/ZSC 2295 CX (35/65) 
 3 phr* N110 carbon black 
 0.5 phr Agerite Resin D antioxidant 
 9.375 phr Varox DCP-40KE 
Structure: Refer to the structure of NBR. Hydrogen atoms are added where one 
of the C=C double bonds is cleaved to accept H atom. 
 
 
ii. Materials for Polyurea 
Versalink P-1000 Oligomeric Diamine (VP1000) 
Vendor: Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., USA. 
Appearance of material: Viscous amber liquid. 
Density: 1.01 – 1.06 g/cm3 at 20 oC. 
Melting range: 18 – 21 oC. 
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Equivalent weight: 575 – 625 
Molecular weight: 1238. 
Structure: 
 
 
Diisocyanate: Isonate 143 L  
Vendor: Dow Chemical Company, MiDland, MI, USA 
Appearance: light yellow liquid.  
Density: 1.214 at 25 
o
C.  
Equivalent weight: 144.5 
Structure: There are three isocyanates (two diisocyanates, one 
triisocyanates), A, B and C, with weight concentration xA, xB, xC. There is 
the fourth concentration, impurity or unknown, xD.   
 
iii. POSS Variants 
TriSilanolIsooctyl POSS
®
 
Vendor: Hybrid Plastics Inc., Hattiesburg, MS, USA. 
Product Number: SO1455 
Synonyms: IsooctylTrisilanol POSS
®
 
Chemical Name: 1,3,5,7,9,11,14-
Heptaisooctyltricyclo[7.3.3.1(5,110]heptasiloxane-endo-3,7,14-triol 
H2N O NH2 
O 
 
C 
Where n=13-14 
(CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-O)n  
O 
 
C 
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Chemical Family: Silanol 
Structure: 
 
TriSilanolPhenyl POSS
® 
Vendor: Hybrid Plastics Inc., Hattiesburg, MS, USA. 
Product Number: SO1458 
Synonyms: PhenylTrisilanol POSS
®
 
Chemical Name: 1,3,5,7,9,11,14-
Heptaphenyltricyclo[7.3.3.1(5,110]heptasiloxane-endo-3,7,14-triol 
Chemical Family: Silanol 
Structure: 
 
 
N-Phenylaminopropyl POSS
®
 Cage Mixture (Amine POSS) 
Vendor: Hybrid Plastics Inc., Hattiesburg, MS, USA. 
Product Number: AM0281 
Chemical Name: Hydrolyzed [3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl]aniline 
Chemical Family: Silsesquioxane 
Structure: 
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Glycidyl POSS
®
 Cage Mixture (Epoxy POSS) 
Product Number: EP0409 
Chemical Name: Oxirane, 2-[[3-(trimethoxysilyl)propoxy]methyl]-
,hydrolyzed 
Chemical Family: Epoxy 
Structure: 
 
 Due to their viscous properties, the mixing and preparation of the un-vulcanized NBR 
and HNBR required a Brabender or Banbury mixer.  They could only be processed in heavy steel 
molds clamped under high pressure during molding.  Pressures during this molding process 
generally range from 150 to 750 tons—which was unrealistic for a small laboratory such as the 
NIRL.  
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2.1.3 Plate construction 
Construction of the plates used in the ballistic testing at H.P. White Laboratory began 
with the procurement of the steel substrates.  The acquired plates were then machined to 30.5 
centimeter by 30.5 centimeter (12 inch by 12 inch) squares.  The thicknesses were not 
manipulated because they were initially machined by the steel provider.  In order to ensure 
proper adherence of the coating to the substrate, a commercial grade sandblaster was used to 
abrade the surfaces of the plates (Figure 9).   
 
 Once the plates were cleaned and abraded, the coatings were applied (Table 1).  The 
coating materials were chosen to be PUEP3P, HNBR TSS 3P, and HNBR TSP 3P due to their 
superior performance during material testing.  For the two-layer PUEP3P coated plates, a 
Teflon mold was mounted to the plate itself.  Small spacers were used to ensure a uniform 
coating thickness of 12.7 millimeters (0.5 inches).  The resin was poured from the top 
downward into the area between the spacers.  Around the edges, tape was used to prevent the 
Fig. 9. (a) HHS plates before sandblasting, and (b) HHS plate after sandblasting. 
(a) (b) 
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viscous coating from escaping—giving it time to cure in place.   
  
The four, eight, and twelve-layer plates were coated using a different technique—due to 
the sheer amount of layers required.  This method consisted of adhering pre-fabricated PUEP3P 
sheets to the plates by applying a thin layer of freshly mixed PUEP3P resin to the steel surface.  
The sheets were then applied, using the resin as adhesive.  This process was repeated, stacking 
them until the desired number of layers was achieved.  Due to the very thin coating layers 
required for the twenty-two layer samples, pre-fabricated sheets were not easily produced.  
Instead, the thin layer needed was simply brushed onto one side of the 0.3-millimeter aluminum 
sheets.  These sheets were then coated on the back-side and stacked.  The stacked group of sheets 
was then adhered to the steel plate, similar to the process outlined prior. Once all of the plates 
were constructed, they were each cured in an oven at 80 
o
C for four hours. 
Fig. 10. Plate shown with spacers and mold plate before and after casting. 
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 As stated earlier, the plates coated with the HNBR TSS three phr and TSP three phr were 
processed and assembled by Manville Rubber Products, Inc.  They used industrial processes to 
negate the difficulty in mixing the HNBR and the application of the coatings.  The coatings were 
pressure molded onto the TC-128 plates then cured for one hour at 330
o 
F.  
 
 
Fig. 11. (a)Prefabricated sheet adhered to plate and (b) thin layer painted onto thin aluminum 
sheet. 
(a) (b) 
Results Table I: Plate Configurations & Ballistic Resistance 
 
Plate ID # of Layers Steel Layers Coating Layers (in) V50 (ft/s) 
TC-128 Control 
TC-128-HNBR-TSS 
TC-128-HNBR-TSP 
TC-128-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
1 
2 
2 
22 
2 
4 
8 
12 
22 
TC-128-PUEP 2 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” & 10—0.012” Al 
1—0.50” 
2—0.25” 
4—0.125” 
1-0.25”, 2-0.125”, 3-0.012” 
Al 1—0.50” & 10—0.012” Al 
0-0.00” 
1-0.50” 
1-1.625” 
1-1.625” 
11-0.012” 
11-0.03” 
1-0.50” 
2—0.25” 
4—0.125” 
2-0.125”, 4-0.0625” 
3,186 
3,190 
3,330 
3,358+ 
3,174 
3,372 
3,354 
2,433 
3,059 
3,333+ 
Table 1: Plate constructions with layers and thicknesses. 
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2.1.4 Ballistic limit (V50) testing 
 Once the target plates were produced, testing commenced December 7-8, 2012, at H.P. 
White Ballistic Laboratory in Street, MD.  The lab provided a test plan that consisted of 
calculating the ballistic limit (V50) for the control plate and each coated plate.  The test plan also 
included tests at several different obliquities for the control plate.  The test consisted of mounting 
the plates on a rigid support structure, then shooting a standard 0.50-caliber M33 ball round into 
the plate.  A 0.50 millimeter (0.02 inch) thick sheet of 2024-T3 aluminum was used as a witness 
plate to determine partial or complete penetration.  The plates were shot multiple times, until 
sufficient data was gathered to quantify an accurate V50.   
 The projectile used in the experiments was the 663 grain 0.50 caliber M33 Ball round 
outlined in the project proposal (Figure 12a).  It is most often used in military applications due to 
its high muzzle velocity and impact energy, causing a propensity for large scale destruction of a 
target.  It is commercially available to American civilians.  The M33 Ball round is 12.7 
millimeters (0.50 inches) in diameter and is 138.4 millimeters (5.45 inches) in overall length 
including the cartridge.  The projectile length is 57.14 millimeters (2.25 inches) and weighs 
42.96 grams.  The average chamber pressure is 55,000 psi with an average muzzle velocity of 
914 meters per second (3,000 feet per second).  The muzzle velocity can easily be manipulated 
by the addition of gunpowder to the cartridge, with upper-end velocities exceeding 1,036 meters 
per second (3,400 fps). 
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 The target plates were secured to a floor-mounted heavy steel rack 7.6 meters (25 feet0 
from the test barrel.  The rack had the capability to rotate in order to provide oblique angles 
between 0-60 degrees.  The plates were secured to the rack by C-clamps.  A laser leveling device 
was used to align each shot.  Two photoelectric infrared screens, placed three and six meters 
forward the barrel, were used in conjunction with a chronograph in order to calculate the average 
velocity of the projectiles (Figure 13). Velocities were manipulated by increasing or decreasing 
the amount of propellant used in each cartridge.  
 
Fig. 12. (a) 0.50 Caliber M33 Ball cartridge used in testing.  (b) From left to right: 30-
06Standard round (7.62 mm), 7.62 NATO round, 0.50 Caliber M33 Ball projectile. 
Fig. 13. Diagram of ballistic limit test experimental set-up. 
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A judgment was made at the end of each shot fired—complete or partial penetration.  In 
Figure 14, the two left-most shots were not complete penetrations, whereas the right-most shot 
was a complete penetration of the plate. 
  
However, in the ballistic limit calculations, complete penetration was determined by inspection 
of the witness plate, i.e. if witness plate was punctured in conjunction with the plate then the shot 
was a complete penetration.  A punctured witness plate is shown in Figure 15 with partial and 
complete penetration craters. 
Fig 14. TC-128 plate during testing.  (Inset) Back-side of test plate. 
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The ideal ballistic limit calculation was to have at least three shots that penetrated and 
three that did not penetrate.  The velocities of these six or more shots were averaged, formulating 
the V50.  The range of error was calculated by the difference of the highest partial and lowest 
complete penetrations—the lower the range, the more accurate the V50.    
In addition to the aforementioned testing, a second round of testing was performed 
separately in order to study the effect of temperature on the ballistic resistance of TC-128 plates 
coated with HNBR.  Two plates, one coated with HNBR TSS and one with HNBR TSP, were 
conditioned at -30 degrees Fahrenheit for 24 hours, and then subjected to the previously 
mentioned ballistic limit tests. 
 The experimental procedure was executed in the exact same order and manner for each 
plate to ensure quality of data.  Each test began with the weight and dimensions of each plate 
being recorded.  This data was then input into a software program designed for ballistic V50 
Fig.15.  Aluminum witness plate shown after full penetration of steel target plate. Partial 
penetrations around the main crater. 
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testing.  Desired output data parameters were then selected from a database pool within the 
software.  The plates were given to the technician who restrained the plates to the support 
structure, while also aligning the shot.  It was important to align the shot appropriately, as to 
maximize plate surface usage.  The more shots that were applied to the plate allowed for a more 
accurate V50.  If the plate had yet to be tested, an estimation of its V50 was made depending on 
similar plates and was used as the starting velocity for each plate.  Once the initial shot was fired, 
a visual inspection determined if the shot was a partial or full penetration.  Full penetration 
required the projectile or plate fragment to penetrate the thin aluminum witness plate placed 
behind the target plate.  After each full penetration, the witness plate was replaced.  In the case of 
a full penetration, the shot’s velocity was an upper limit.  The second shot’s velocity was then 
less than that of the prior shot.  The process was repeated until a partial penetration occurred.  
Partial penetration of the plate meant that the witness plate was not penetrated during impact, 
regardless of the effects on the target plate.  Once a partial penetration velocity was found, the 
subsequent shot’s velocity was increased.  However, this increase was much more subtle, due to 
the more defined upper and lower limits of the V50.  The range of shots was lowered until a 
suitable 3 & 3 value was found.  This was defined as three suitable partial penetration velocities 
and three suitable full penetration velocities average together to form six data points.  The 
average of these six data points formed the V50 of the plate.  The selection of the 3 & 3 data 
points were left up to an experienced technician that used the highest partial penetration and 
lowest full penetration velocity as a range of error.  If the range of error was less than 15 meters 
per second (50 fps) then it was considered an accurate V50. 
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2.2 Numerical Program  
The groundwork of the numerical program, at its core, was to accurately simulate the 
materials under investigation in this research project.  The idea was that if correctly calibrated 
and material properties were appropriately used, the numerical models would allow for accurate 
live-fire simulations to study various ballistic responses.  These live-fire exercises allowed for 
study of V50 vs. coating, effect of coating/plate layering, effect of projectile obliquity, etc.   
ANSYS AUTODYN was the primary program used for numerical simulation.  
AUTODYN is an explicit solver used for modeling non-linear solids and their interaction.  Its 
versatility allowed for two and three-dimensional modeling of ballistic impact scenarios while 
outputting critical data.  The two-dimensional modeling approach allowed for a baseline study of 
a simulation that sped up computation time.  The purpose of the three-dimensional model was to 
simulate the projectile impact scenario as accurately as possible.  AUTODYN’s gauge history 
function was used to extract data from each experiment including velocity vs. time, exit velocity, 
damage, pressure contours and penetration depths.   
In order to accurately simulate real-world materials in a numerical analysis, it was 
important to not only identify material properties but also to identify factors within the software 
that may affect results.  The type of solver used—in this case Lagrangian or SPH—can cause 
inconsistencies in the data, as can mesh size. Strength and failure models played a role in the 
accuracy of a material simulation due to the inherent nature of the material.   
This particular research called for the dual use of the AUTODYN default Lagrangian and 
smoothed particle hydrodynamic (SPH) solvers.  A Lagrangian solver is a grid-based method 
commonly used for ballistic impact simulations due to computational speed and its ability to 
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define clear material interfaces.  It is similar to Eulerian solvers in that it assumes connectivity 
between nodes within the element.  The Lagrangian processor simulates large deformations with 
the help of an erosion algorithm that works by removing zones which have reached a critical 
user-inputted strain. The SPH solver, a Lagrangian technique, is a grid-less method that offers an 
alternative to the default AUTODYN Lagrangian solver in terms of ballistic impact analysis.  
Since it is grid-less, it does not use the aid of an erosion algorithm; it simply transforms eroded 
zones into SPH particles.  Additionally, the lack of a numerical grid avoids problems associated 
with mesh tangling and distortion that can occur when modeling large deformations [Hayhurst et 
al. 1996].  
Due to the large amount of deformation associated with ballistic testing and the fact that 
AUTODYN allows for interaction between Lagrangian and SPH elements, it was decided that 
the numerical simulations would be more accurate if a dual solver system was used.  The 
numerically modeled projectile was most apt to be integrated with a Lagrangian solver due to its 
propensity for mass global damage during impact.  Additionally, the goal of the numerical 
simulations was to calculate the velocity of the bullet as it impacted the target.  The Lagrangian 
solver’s differentiation between the projectile and the target plate allowed for easy tracking of 
velocity. The target plate was simulated using an SPH solver in order to eliminate mesh 
entanglement—allowing for accurate differentiation between component surfaces.   
The first step in accurately modeling the impact scenario outlined in the experimental 
portion of this thesis was to model the projectile used in prior experimental testing.  The 
projectile was modeled to reflect the exact geometric measurements of a 0.50-caliber M33 Ball 
round.  The initial models of the projectile were three-part, non-homogeneous solids that 
reflected the true physical make-up of a live 0.50-caliber round—including a steel core, lead 
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point filler, and copper jacket (Figure 16a). Each component of the three-part projectile had to be 
designed separately (Figure 16b) and then merged (Figure 16c).  The model was imported into 
AUTODYN and tested in a range of experiments.   
 
Upon inspection of the high speed video captured at H.P. White Laboratory during 
experimental testing, the copper jacket was seen shearing off the projectile upon impact (Figure 
17).  Acting on this conclusion, it was decided that the projectile be modeled as the steel core of 
the projectile only because the other parts had little to no effect on the penetration mechanics of 
Fig. 16. (a) 0.50 caliber shown with cross-section, (b) three-part projectile shown with separate 
components, (c) merged three-part projectile. 
(b) (c) 
(a) 
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the bullet.  It should be noted that the main reason the steel-cored projectile is coated in a copper 
jacket is to protect the gun barrel from steel on steel contact, causing barrel damage. 
  
Similarly, target plates were modeled computationally to replicate the exact size and 
configuration as their counterparts that were tested in the ballistic limit experiments.  The plates 
modeled consisted of five variations, each dependent on coating material and layering 
configuration.  It should be noted that there were more configurations tested in the experimental 
program; however, only the TC-128 targets were simulated for this thesis.  Plates modeled 
numerically included uncoated TC-128, TC-128 with PUEP3P (two layer), TC-128 with 
PUEP3P (twenty-two layer), TC-128 with TSS3P (two layer), and TC-128 with TSP3P (two 
layer). 
Fig. 17. (a) 0.50 caliber projectile just prior to impact, (b) initial impact with jacket shearing 
off, and (c) jacket particles flying away from target plate after penetration. 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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2.2.1 Parametric evaluations 
In order to eliminate any error associated with adjustable parameters, several parametric 
evaluations were undertaken.  The first parametric study of this research was to get a baseline 
understanding of the behavior of the Lagrangian and SPH solvers in reference to ballistic impact.  
The evaluation consisted of an analysis of the effect of the type of steel used as the target plate, 
as well as the target plate thickness.  The goal was to see the interaction between two Lagrangian 
elements in a high speed impact scenario.  The experimental set-up consisted of the 
aforementioned 0.50-caliber bullet accelerated along a flat plane and impacted perpendicularly 
into the center of a target plate.  It would be likely in an attack scenario that a terrorist could 
increase the propellant load of a 0.50 caliber round to increase velocity; however, the velocity of 
914 meters per second (3,000 fps) used in this parametric study was that of a standard round.  A 
15 mm plate similar to the one in use by the railcar industry was used as a reference point to 
begin experimentation.  It was found that the projectile could penetrate the 15-millimeter plate 
(Figure 18a) but could not penetrate a 20-millimeter plate (Figure 18b).  This evaluation was 
successful in that it gave an idea of the capabilities and the accuracy of the solver program in 
regard to high speed impact.  Additionally, the failure mechanics seen in the simulation mimic 
those seen in the experimental V50 tests.  
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 The next parametric evaluation went a step further as to implement a layer of polyurea 
over the steel plate substrate as a ballistic defense mechanism.  The goal was to analyze the 
interaction of the coating-plate-projectile system during impact.  Specifically, this analysis varied 
equation of state (EOS), strength models, and failure models of the polyurea coating in order to 
quantify their effect on penetration depth and the self-sealing behavior of the polyurea.  The 
experimental set-up (Figure 19) remained comparable to the earlier iterations with the projectile 
impacting the center of a target plate; however, the polyurea layer was impacted first thus 
slowing the projectile.  The target was changed to a 19.05-millimeter (0.75 inch) TC-128 steel 
plate coated with 38.1 millimeters of polyurea.  Due to the sheer volume of iterations, two-
dimensional analysis was used to speed up simulations and to save disk space.  Additionally, the 
projectile tip was changed from a parabolic shape to a triangular shape in order to ease geometric 
modeling.  The projectile was modeled as a Lagrangian component and the target was modeled 
as a SPH component because of the aforementioned issues in element interaction.  The data 
output desired was the total and internal energies of the polyurea and steel, the kinetic energy of 
Fig.18. (a) 15-mm plate allowing penetration, (b) 20-mm plate preventing penetration. 
(a) (b) 
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the projectile, velocity vs. time of the projectile and the exit velocity.  The simulations included 
an extended time-step, in order to see any self-sealing behavior of the polyurea.   
 
The first trial of this evaluation was a parallel iteration that implemented two models, one 
impact case used shock EOS for the polyurea and one impact case used linear EOS.  Gauges 
placed throughout the projectile allowed for average velocity to be calculated as the projectile 
entered the target plate.  At the conclusion of the test, velocity vs. time graphs were compared.  
Analysis showed that there was negligible difference between the two EOS models.  The 
conclusion was to use linear EOS throughout future iterations.  Parameters used in this study can 
be found in Appendix C.   
The second trial was designed to test the effect of material parameter inputs.  
Specifically, this trial quantified the difference between using quasi-static or dynamic material 
strength curves.  This was important due to the relative difficulty of the dynamic testing of the 
unique materials investigated in this study, along with the relative deficiency of literature on 
these particular materials.  The simulations were similar to those of the first trial; however, two 
different strength models were used, each using a quasi-static or dynamic curve from previous 
Fig.19. Experimental set-up for parametric evaluation. 
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test data. These trials were designed to analyze the behavior of the polyurea, while also capturing 
the exit velocities of the projectiles.  Results showed that the quasi-static material model had a 
residual velocity of 226.72 meters per second (745 fps), while the dynamic material model had a 
residual velocity of 268.52 meters per second (880 fps) (Figure 20). This 18% difference 
between the two iterations was not enough to justify the use of the difficult and time-consuming 
methods of acquiring dynamic stress-strain curves for each material. Parameters used in this 
study can be found in Appendix C.   
 
Fig.20. (a) Static and (b) dynamic material curve behavior of polyurea with velocity vs. time 
graphs for (c) static and (d) dynamic cases. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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2.2.2 Material modeling  
In order to accurately simulate the scenarios needed for this research, material properties 
had to be input into AUTODYN.  Material density, shear modulus, bulk modulus, yield stress, 
and plastic strain were input using previously acquired material data from either manufacturers’ 
specifications or physical testing. A modified piece-wise Johnson-Cook strength model was used 
to simulate the materials as it gave the freedom to easily model each material accurately from 
acquired data curves.  This was partially due to the material testing done with the Instron 
material test station in the NIRL but also due to the relative difficulty in modeling hyper-elastic 
materials.  The curves obtained from the tests were broken down into ten-point plastic 
stress/strain values and inputted into the strength model in order to ensure the materials in the 
simulation behaved like the tested materials.   
 Density was found for each material by making prism-shaped specimens of known 
volume and dividing their weight.  The bulk and shear modulus, K and G respectively, of each 
material was found using the relations   
 
       
 and   
 
      
 , where E is Young’s 
Modulus and v is Poisson’s ratio.  In order to find plastic strain, the initial gauge lengths of the 
specimens used in the tensile testing were recorded and compared to the post-test gauge lengths 
for each of the materials (Figure 21a).  For PUEP3P it was found that residual plastic strain was 
0.92 mm/mm.  The plastic strain was then subtracted from the maximum strain (1.9 mm/mm) to 
give the transitional strain of 0.98 mm/mm. This value noted that the material’s behavior was 
elastic from strains 0-0.98 mm/mm and plastic from strains greater than 0.98 mm/mm (Figure 
21b).  The Young’s Modulus, 19,550 kPa, was calculated by dividing the stress value at the 
plastic strain point by 0.98 mm/mm.  It was critical to find the elastic and plastic regions of the 
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curves because the numerical material strength model within AUTODYN required a ten-point 
plastic stress-strain curve fit.  This process was repeated for every polymeric material.  
Parameters for the steel substrates were found using tensile test data calculated in prior tests and 
simply required the ten point curve fit to be written into the numerical model.   
 
2.2.3 Numerical analysis 
  Once all parametric evaluations and material modeling was completed, a numerical 
analysis was performed.  The objective of this study was to determine the capability of the 
computational model in accurately depicting and recreating the specific ballistic limit tests as 
0.98 
Elastic Region 
Plastic Region 
Fig.21.  PUEP3P0 sample before and after testing.  (Bottom) Specimen stress/strain curve with 
elastic and plastic regions. 
(a) 
(b) 
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they occurred during the lab trials. The conditions and parameters in the analysis were designed 
to mimic the experimental ballistic limit tests as closely as possible.  The investigation method 
consisted of calculation of the numerical V50 and comparison of it with the experimentally 
obtained V50 for each plate.  As a result, the verified model was useful in future simulations of 
materials that may be expensive or difficult to test experimentally.  Due to time constraints, this 
thesis only verified the TC-128 plates.  
 The numerical analysis consisted of a two-dimensional workspace, containing of a life-
size Lagrangian model of the 0.50 caliber round and an SPH target plate model (Figure 22).  The 
target plates consisted of TC-128 steel with the following coating configurations: uncoated, two 
layer PUEP3P, two layer HNBR TSS3P, and two layer HNBR TSP3P.  A gauge was placed at 
the rear of the bullet to track velocity as time elapsed.  The gauge was placed at the rear because 
in experimental tests the rear of the projectile showed the least amount of deformation.   
 
Fig.22.  Two dimensional projectile and plate set-up used in numerical V50 analysis. 
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Each simulation consisted of the projectile being propelled into the target plate on a flat 
perpendicular plane.  The velocities chosen for the projectile were taken from data acquired 
during experimental ballistic limit testing.  For each plate, the experimental V50 velocity of that 
plate was the baseline velocity used in the specific numerical trial.  The velocity gauge placed at 
the rear of the projectile tracked the velocity profile as it impacted the target plate (Figure 23).  
Since the AUTODYN workspace is an infinite plane, penetration was easily defined and 
calculated for each case.  If the projectile’s velocity went to zero at any point during impact, it 
was considered a partial penetration.  If the projectile maintained a velocity greater than zero, it 
was considered a full penetration.  The numerical iterations were repeated for different velocities 
until acceptable upper and lower penetration velocities were found.  The average of the two 
points became the numerical V50.  The numerical V50 was then compared to its experimental 
counterpart, and a percent difference was calculated.  Analysis outline, part configurations, and 
material parameters can be found in Appendix C. 
 
Fig.23.  Projectile impacting plate shown with graph of velocity profile. 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1 Material Evaluation 
Data retrieved from the material evaluations showed that the baseline pure polyurea 
performed better than all other specimens tested; however, it should be noted that the basis of 
this research was to identify the best nano-enhanced polymers.  It was found that the polyurea 
with a three phr additive of epoxy POSS performed the best out of all nano-enhanced specimens.  
It had the highest true tensile strength and elongation combination of any of the materials tested.  
Additionally, it performed better than one phr and two phr epoxy POSS additives.  Maximum 
tensile engineering stress for PUEP3P was found to be 32,861 kPa and maximum tensile true 
stress was 201,740 kPa.  Elongation was seen to be 564 percent—a material behavior ideal for 
blast and impact applications (Figure 24).     
Data distribution showed that strength increased with the addition of epoxy until POSS 
dosage reach four phr, at which time strength decreased.  This behavior is seen in the true axial 
strain graphs as well.  Polyurea with amine POSS performed poorly compared to the epoxy 
POSS.  As the percentage of amine POSS increased, the specimens got weaker and showed less 
elongation to break.     
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 HNBR testing showed that the pure HNBR performed slightly better than the specimens 
with a three-phr dosage of TSS POSS.  The pure HNBR had a true stress of 184,592 kPa, and the 
TSS3P had a true stress of 183,916 kPa—a decrease of 0.30 percent.  The true strains seen 
between the two were 1.616 mm/mm for pure HNBR and 1.617 mm/mm for TSS3P.  HNBR 
TSP3P showed slightly weaker physical properties with a 174,840 kPa true stress and 1.632 
mm/mm true strain; however, it was the highest performing specimen from the samples with 
TSP additives (Figure 25).  Similarly to the polyurea with epoxy POSS testing, there was a 
Fig.24. Stress-strain relationships acquired from material testing of polyurea with error 
bars. 
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distinct increase of strength as the amount of TSS and TSP reaches three phr, then there is a drop 
off in performance.  This effect was less noticeable for the TSP samples but was nonetheless 
present.  All data acquired from material testing can be found in Appendix A. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.25. Stress-strain relationships acquired from material testing of HNBR with error bars. 
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3.2 Experimental/Ballistic Limit Evaluation 
Preliminary results showed that the HHS-PUEP-2 layer had the best performance—
highest V50 (Table 2).  However, the TC128-HNBR-TSP-2 layer completely resisted all shots 
and was not penetrated.  The V50 for the HHS-PUEP two-layer plate was 1,027.8 meters per 
second (3,372 fps) with a maximum test velocity of 1,028 meters per second (3,373 fps).  The 
TC-128-HNBR-TSP two-layer plate was tested at a maximum velocity of 1,024 meters per 
second (3,358 fps), where the reduction in velocity was caused by barrel conditioning.  
Therefore, it was expected for the TC-128-HNBR-TSP two-layer plate to perform as well, if not 
better, than the HHS-PUEP two-layer plate.  The HHS-PUEP four-layer plate and HHS-PUEP 
22-layer plate also performed very well, with V50’s of 1,022 meters per second (3,354 fps) and 
1,016 meters per second (3,333 fps) respectively.   
 A control test was performed on an uncoated TC-128 plate to calculate the V50 for the 
plate material alone, and it was found to be 971 meters per second (3,186 fps) with a range of 9 
meters per second (29 fps).  All plates performed as well as or better than the control with the 
exception of the HHS-PUEP eight-layer and HHS-PUEP twelve-layer plates (742 mps or 2,433 
fps and 932 mps or 3,059 fps respectively) (Figure 26).  This drop-off in performance was 
expected, as referenced in Polymer Studies for the Application of Coatings to Enhance Ballistic 
Penetration Resistance by Gamache, Roland, and Fedderly.   
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 Regarding the self-sealing behavior of the coatings, visual inspection showed that the 
HNBR coatings sealed quite well.  The craters left in the ambient temperature HNBR specimens 
were five millimeters (0.2 inches) in diameter (Figure 27b).  The cold tested HNBR specimens 
had slightly smaller craters of 3.5 millimeter (0.14 inch) average diameters (Figure 28).  The 
PUEP coated plates showed a small local crater, but global de-lamination caused some material 
loss (Figure 27a). For comparison purposes, the uncoated TC-128 plate had an average crater 
diameter of 15 millimeters (0.60 inches). 
Fig.26. Graph relating the V50 of each plate configuration tested. 
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The results for the obliquity tests showed that, as expected, the plates had higher 
resistance to a 45 degree angle of impact (Table 3).  Tests at 45 degrees did not successfully 
penetrate the TC-128 plates.  V50’s for angles 0, 15, and 30 degrees were 971 meters per second 
(3,186 fps), 986 meters per second (3,234 fps), and 958 meters per second (3,142 fps) 
respectively.  There were hardware issues with testing the 30 degree case, causing an unusually 
high amount of error.  A re-test will be required in order to acquire definitive data.   
A supplemental test was administered after the initial V50 experiments.  As stated before, 
many tankers carry compressed chlorine gas, which exists at a sub-zero temperature in liquid 
form.  The idea was to have a small-scale study of the effect of extreme cold on the impact 
mechanics of the plate and the behavior of the coatings.  Two plates were shot at surface 
temperatures ranging from -2 to 30 degrees Fahrenheit.  The plates tested were not penetrated 
due to excessive barrel pressure.  Since there was no penetration, there could be no V50 
Fig.27. The (a) PUEP and (b) HNBR with insets of their respective crater behavior. 
(a) (b) 
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measurement; however, the high partial penetration velocities for the TSS and TSP plates were 
1,024 meters per second (3,338 fps) and 1,017 meters per second (3,336 fps) respectively (Table 
4).  The HNBR coatings seemed to lose much of their elastic behavior, as they showed signs of 
brittle fracture.  It was evident that the low temperatures had quite an effect on the HNBR due to 
the onset of global damage, as opposed to minor local damage as seen in prior ambient 
temperature tests.   
 
Fig.28. HNBR TSP sample with global damage after cold testing. 
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Plate ID # of Layers Steel Layers Coating Layers V50 (ft/s) 
TC-128 Control 
TC-128-HNBR-
TC-128-HNBR-
TSP 
TC-128-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
HHS-PUEP 
1 
2 
2 
22 
2 
4 
8 
12 
22 
TC-128-PUEP 2 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” & 10—0.012” Al 
1—0.50” 
2—0.25” 
4—0.125” 
1-0.25”, 2-0.125”, 3-
0.012” Al 
1—0.50” & 10—0.012” Al 
0-0.00” 
1-0.50” 
1-1.625” 
1-1.625” 
11-0.012” 
11-0.03” 
1-0.50” 
2—0.25” 
4—0.125” 
2-0.125”, 4-
0.0625” 
3,186 
3,190 
3,330 
3,358+ 
3,174 
3,372 
3,354 
2,433 
3,059 
3,333+ 
Table 2: Plate Configurations & Ballistic Resistance  
Plate ID Angle of Impact Steel Layers V50 (ft/s) 
TC-128 Uncoated 
TC-128 Uncoated 
TC-128 Uncoated 
TC-128 Uncoated 1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
0 
15 
30 
45 
3,186 
3,234 
3,210 
3,333+ 
Table 3: Obliquity & Ballistic Resistance 
Plate ID Shot No. Steel Layers Penetration 
TC-128-HNBR-TSS 
TC-128-HNBR-TSS 
TC-128-HNBR-TSS 
TC-128-HNBR-TSP 
TC-128-HNBR-TSP 
TC-128-HNBR-TSP 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
1—0.75” 
Temp. (F) 
-2 
15 
28 
No 
No 
No 
No 
V50 (ft/s) 
3,338+ 
3,336+ No 
No 
2 
3 22 
10 
2 
Table 4: Cold Testing per Shot  
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3.3 Numerical Evaluation  
 The numerical analysis of the baseline uncoated TC-128 plate yielded very good 
agreement between the experimental and numerical V50’s.  The experimental V50 of the control 
plate determined from ballistic limit testing was 971 meters per second (3,186 fps).  The 
numerical replication of that test yielded a numerical V50 of 989 meters per second (3,246 
fps)—a difference of 18 meters per second or two percent.  The small difference present 
validated that the two-dimensional projectile/target plate interaction and material models were 
true to the actual ballistic limit experiments.  
 The implementation of the coatings proved to have very good agreement as well.  The 
TC-128 plate coated with TSS3P POSS yielded a numerical V50 of 1,019 meters per second 
(3,343 fps).  There was less than one percent error when compared to the experimental V50 of 
1,015 meters per second (3,330 fps).  The TC-128 plate coated with TSP3P POSS yielded a 
numerical V50 of 1,037 meters per second (3,402 fps).  The experimental V50 was 1,024 meters 
per second (3,358 fps), a difference of 13 meters per second or 1.31 percent.  The TC-128 plates 
coated with PUEP3P, which had an experimental V50 of 972 meters per second (3,190 fps), 
yielded a numerical V50 of 956 meters per second (3,136 fps).  This trial, while only showing a 
difference of 17 meters per second or 1.70 percent, was the only trial to output a numerical V50 
that was lower than the experimental V50.  Additionally, the TC-128 plate coated with PUEP3P 
showed a lower numerical V50 than the uncoated TC-128 plate.  This seems to indicate that the 
addition of PUEP3P coating reduces the resiliency of the substrate, at least within the computer 
model.  This effect may also be reflected in the experimental tests because the same two target 
plates each had a similar V50—within four feet per second.  The small amount of difference, in 
addition to the fact that the error associated with each plate’s V50 was much greater than four 
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feet per second, may suggest that further analysis is required to determine the complete effect of 
the PUEP3P coating on substrate V50. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
 In regard to nano-enhanced polyurea, this research concluded that polyurea augmented 
with a three-phr dose of epoxy POSS had superior material properties than that of other 
percentages of epoxy POSS.  While pure polyurea performed the best as far as strength was 
concerned, its performance in axial strain was very similar to that of the three-phr epoxy POSS-
enhanced polyurea.  The POSS-enhancement reduced the mechanical properties slightly, but 
there may be an increase in the ballistic resistance and the self-sealing behavior of the polyurea.  
Prior studies have shown that POSS can increase ballistic resistance; however, further ballistic 
limit testing would be required in order to make a definitive conclusion.  Additionally, amine 
POSS additives drastically reduced the mechanical properties of polyurea.  Unlike the epoxy 
POSS additives, amine POSS showed a performance peak at one percent rather than three 
percent and proceeded to decrease performance as POSS percentage increased.   
 Another conclusion observed by this research was that POSS-enhancement can increase 
the mechanical properties of HNBR. The HNBR base polymer with a dosage of three phr TSS 
POSS had almost identical strength properties of pure HNBR but showed much higher strain 
capacity.  The increase in strain capacity was ideal for the scope of this research due to the 
probable increase in self-sealing tendencies.  Additionally, this research concluded that a three-
phr dosage of both the TSS and TSP POSS was the dosage required to obtain the ideal 
mechanical properties of POSS-enhanced HNBR.   It should be noted that the TSS and TSP 
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additives performed similarly overall, but the three-phr TSS POSS had the greatest effect on the 
base HNBR.   
 The results from the experimental analysis concluded that plates coated with POSS-
enhanced HNBR perform much better than uncoated plates.  This was evident due to the 
approximate five percent increase in ballistic limit velocity seen between the uncoated and 
enhanced HNBR plates.  The increase in ballistic resistance was critical in regards to the overall 
project goal—protection of TIH railcars.  To elaborate, the five percent increase seen in the 
experimental tests caused the penetration velocity to exceed the maximum barrel pressure of a 
vast majority of 0.50-caliber rifles, thus rendering them potentially useless in penetrating the 
railcar tanks.   
 Compared to the HNBR coated plates, the POSS-enhanced polyurea coated plates did not 
have a drastic effect on the ballistic resistance of their steel substrates.  Their V50 performance 
was almost identical to the plates without coatings.  Since the polyurea coatings were much 
thinner than those of the HNBR coatings, their lack of ballistic resistant behavior could be more 
of a lack of material rather than a property deficiency.   
 While the POSS-enhanced polyurea coating did not improve ballistic resistance 
necessarily, it did show some semblance of self-sealing behavior.  Self-sealing behavior was 
especially evident in the plates with thicker coatings as they had less de-lamination of the 
coating.  The POSS-enhanced HNBR samples exhibited better self-sealing behavior than the 
polyurea coated plates; however, as stated before, the HNBR coatings were much thicker.  
Further analysis of comparable coating thicknesses of both the HNBR and polyurea coatings will 
be required to definitively determine which coating has better self-sealing behavior.   
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 The experimental analysis also concluded that plate/coating layering configurations have 
an effect on ballistic resistance.  The two-layer plate, one layer of coating and one layer of steel 
substrate, performed the best; however, there was very little separation between it and the four-
layer and twenty-two-layer composite target plates.  While the two, four, and twenty-two-layer 
plates performed similarly, there was a drop-off in performance of the twelve layer plate, and 
even more so for the eight layer plate.  The drop in performance was especially intriguing due to 
the plates having the same areal density, therefore, suggesting that there must be a mechanism 
associated with the layering configuration causing the lack of resistance. It should be noted that 
this effect was not seen in the twenty-two layer configuration because it consisted of the same 
HHS plate used in the two layer configuration with the twenty-two layers consisting of 
alternating aluminum and polyurea, whereas the eight and twelve layer plates consisted of four 
thin HHS plates. 
 The computational analysis of the ballistic limit experiments determined that ANSYS 
AUTODYN was indeed suitable for the modeling of the ballistic impact scenarios needed for the 
calculation of numerical V50's.  This conclusion was reinforced due to the close agreement 
between the experimental and numerical V50 values for the coated and uncoated TC-128 plates, 
as there was no more than two percent difference in any of the trials.  The ability to accurately 
replicate the tests mentioned in the experimental program portion of this research is paramount to 
future V50 testing.  It allows for an alternative analysis method of expensive or difficult-to-
process materials.  Since the future scope of the project will most likely try to incorporate woven 
composites or other POSS-enhanced polymers, the ability to calculate a numerical V50 would 
potentially reduce any unnecessary experiments by establishing preliminary baseline values, 
saving time and reducing cost. 
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 The overall conclusion of this research was that POSS-enhanced polyurea and HNBR can 
successfully increase the ballistic resistance of steel substrates.  Additionally, these polymer 
composites showed the propensity to exhibit self-sealing behavior.  These two factors alone 
make them suitable for the application outlined in the project entitled Nano-Enhanced and Bio-
Inspired Composite Materials for Mitigation and Protection of TIH Railcars and Stationary 
Tanks Against High Power Impact.  The ideal composition for a railcar to be resistant to a 0.50-
caliber rifle attack, according to this research, would be a two-layer coating/substrate 
configuration with the exterior coating being HNBR augmented with a three phr dosage of TSS 
or TSP POSS.  The results of this thesis show that this configuration would most likely have the 
highest bullet velocity needed for penetration and the largest amount of self-sealing behavior 
present if penetration were to occur—preventing or stemming the flow of escaping TIH gases.   
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Experimental Ballistic Limit Testing Data 
 Experimental data per plate with summaries 
 
Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  None  Layers:  None  V50:  3,186 ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3043 
3045 
NR 
3185 
3174 
3203 
3181 
P 
P 
C 
C 
P 
C 
P 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
V50: 3186   Range: 29 
High Partial: 3181  Low Complete: 3185 
Front 
Summary: TC-128/Uncoated 
Plate was shot seven times until V50 with acceptable range of error was found.  Velocity of first shot 
was chosen to be approximately 3,000 ft/s, in order to mimic the standard velocity of a 0.50 caliber 
M33 round.  Velocity was 3,043 ft/s and did not penetrate.  There was no velocity data for the third 
shot; it was a complete penetration, but shrapnel from the impact shredded a chronograph cable.  Shots 
1, 2, 5, and 7 showed partial penetrations where the projectile is still visible.  Craters left in the plate 
were approximately 0.60” in diameter.  Plate showed tough material behavior, i.e. layers peeled back 
on front side, and dimples on backside, as opposed to cracking or fracturing.  Also, due to its 
toughness, the plate was able to accommodate more shots than HHS plates, if needed.  The uncoated 
TC-128 plate served as the “control” for all TC-128 plate tests.   
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Moment of impact (3
rd
 Shot) Full penetration of plate shown with projectile 
(top) and plug penetrating witness plate 
Projectile left full penetration craters in both 
the steel and witness plates 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  None  Layers:  None   
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Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  PUEP3P Layers:  2  V50:  3,190 ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
3178 
3122 
3149 
3201 
3194 
3156 
3203 
3210 
C 
P 
P 
C 
P 
P 
P 
C 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
V50: 3190   Range: 54 
High Partial: 3203  Low Complete: 3178 
Summary: TC-128/PUEP/2 Layer 
Plate was shot eight times until V50 with acceptable range of error was found.  With the addition of a 
polymer coating, this plate was expected to be more resilient than the “control” plate, so a starting 
velocity of approximately 3,150 ft/s was chosen.  The polyurea showed signs of self-sealing behavior, 
as the point of impact left a very small crater in the polymer material.  However, there are signs of 
massive local delamination and loss of coating around the point of impact (as shown above).  There 
were no signs of global delamination.   
Front 
Back 
 = Uncoated TC-128 trend line (3,186 ft/s) 
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Initial impact with crater and pressure wave. After impact and penetration, large crater 
remained. 
Side view of image 1. Projectile can be seen 
leaving back of plate. 
After penetration, large amount of polymer 
was lost. 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  PUEP3P Layers:  2   
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Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  HNBR TSS3P Layers:  2  V50:  3,330 ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
3194 
3215 
3243 
3306 
3331 
3321 
3328 
3348 
3326 
3326 
P 
P 
P 
P 
C 
P 
P 
C 
P 
C 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
V50: 3330   Range: 27 
High Partial: 3328  Low Complete: 3326 
Summary: TC-128/HNBRTSS/2 Layer 
Plate was shot ten times until V50 with acceptable range of error was found.  HNBR with TSS was 
expected to be very resilient, due to material toughness and increased thickness compared to standard 
polyurea/POSS coating.  Penetration velocities were notably higher than “control” plate.  Coating 
material showed excellent self-sealing behavior.  Impact craters on coating face were 0.2” in diameter.  
Also, coating sealed up well enough for no light to be able to be seen shining through.  HNBR with 
TSS showed very little sign of delamination to visual inspection, as the edges of the plate were tightly 
sealed.  Additionally, there are no bulges or deformities on the outer portion of the coating indicating 
damage other than the small impact crater.     
Front 
Back 
 = Uncoated TC-128 trend line (3,186 ft/s) 
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Initial impact with crater and pressure wave. After impact, crater closes with very little trace 
of damage.  
Side view of initial impact. Bullet can be seen 
clearly as it enters the polymer. 
During impact, HNBR TSS is seen expanding 
drastically due to delamination.  Shot was near 
the edge and caused more deflection than other 
shots. 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  HNBR TSS3P Layers:  2   
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Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  HNBR TSP3P Layers:  2  V50:  3,358+ ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3(t) 
3358 
3331 
3338 
P 
P 
P 
N 
N 
N 
V50: 3358+   Range: n/a 
High Partial: 3358+  Low Complete: n/a 
Summary: TC-128/HNBRTSP/2 Layer 
Plate was shot three times and test was terminated due to failure to penetrate plate at maximum barrel 
pressure for 0.50 caliber M33 cartridge.  Without further testing with faster projectile, V50 calculation 
can only be assumed as some velocity higher than the highest partial penetration, signified with  (+).  
The HNBR with TSP performed very similarly to the HNBR with TSS, albeit with a higher projected 
V50.  Impact craters on coating face were 0.2” in diameter.  Also, coating sealed up well enough for 
no light to be able to be seen shining through.  HNBR with TSP showed very little sign of 
delamination to visual inspection, as the edges of the plate were tightly sealed.  Additionally, there are 
no bulges or deformities on the outer portion of the coating indicating damage other than the small 
impact crater.     
(t)—Test terminated due to max barrel pressure 
Front 
Back 
 = Uncoated TC-128 trend line (3,186 ft/s) 
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Projectile shown as it enters the coating. Shown at maximum deflection.  Crater is 
shown with surrounding pressure wave.  
Side view of image 2 at maximum deflection.  
Projectile can be seen leaving the back of the 
plate. 
After impact, coating goes to original form 
with very little visible damage. 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  HNBR TSP3P Layers:  2   
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Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  PUEP3P Layers:  22  V50:  3,174 ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
3203 
3183 
3185 
3181 
3156 
3136 
C 
P 
C 
C 
P 
P 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
V50: 3174   Range: 67 
High Partial: 3183  Low Complete: 3181 
Summary: TC-128/PUEP3P/22 Layer 
Plate was shot six times until V50 with acceptable range of error was found.  V50 was expected to be 
higher than the “control” plate (3,186) due to the addition of 21 layers of coating and aluminum.  
However, the 22 layer plate performed worse than the “control”.  This could be due to the range of 
error overlap of the “control” (54 ft/s) and the 22 layer (67 ft/s).  If that is the case, it leaves only a 34 
ft/s improvement of the 22 layer coating, which is somewhat unlikely.  Additional testing may be 
needed for a definitive conclusion.  The aluminum/polyurea coating did not show signs of self-sealing 
behavior (as seen above).  The craters around the point of impact are an average of 1.75” in diameter 
with massive local delamination.  No visual signs of global delamination were present.   
Front 
Back 
 = Uncoated TC-128 trend line (3,186 ft/s) 
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Moment of impact. Projectile is still visible. Initial impact showing loss of material around 
crater.  
Side view of image 2. Massive loss of material 
around impact. 
After penetration, projectile is clearly visible 
leaving the back of plate.  Deformation of 
coating is permanent. 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  TC-128  Coating:  PUEP3P Layers:  22   
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Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP3P Layers:  2  V50:  3,372 ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6(a) 
79a) 
8(a)(t) 
3156 
3199 
3272 
3371 
3356 
3374 
3353 
3371 
P 
P 
P 
C 
P 
P 
P 
P 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
V50: 3372   Range: 3 
High Partial: 3374  Low Complete: 3371 
Summary: HHS/PUEP/2 Layer 
Due to the hardness/brittleness of the HHS plates, the shots had to spread out further during testing. A 
duplicate plate was tested to insure enough data points were acquired for an accurate V50.  The first 
plate was shot 5 times, and the second plate was shot 3 times.  A V50 was acquired but it was found to 
be at the upper limit of the barrels capability.  The increase in V50 compared to the TC-128 plate can 
be attributed to the inherent hardness of the HHS plate.  Coating material showed excellent self-
sealing behavior.  Impact craters on coating face were approximately 0.2” in diameter.  Also, coating 
sealed up well enough for no light to be able to be seen shining through.  However, there were signs of 
local and global delamination.  Additionally, there are bulges and deformities on the outer portion of 
the coating indicating damage other than the small impact crater.   
(a)—Duplicate Plate 
(t)—Test terminated due to max barrel pressure 
Front 
Back 
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Initial impact shown with crater and pressure 
wave. 
Two frames later, prominent bulge due to 
impact approximately 4” away from plate.  
Shrapnel from impact seen leaving from the 
sides of the crater. 
Same frame as image 1, this view shows the 
hyperelastic behavior of the polymer as the 
coating is expelled away from the plate; 
however, it does not detach. 
Moments after impact, the polymer expands 
then retracts, partially covering the impact 
crater. 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP3P  Layers:  2   
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Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP3P Layers:  4  V50:  3,354 ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6(a) 
7(a) 
8(a)(t) 
3346 
3381 
3291 
3331 
3348 
3296 
3343 
3323 
P 
C 
P 
P 
C 
P 
P 
P 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
Y 
N 
V50: 3354   Range: 38 
High Partial: 3346  Low Complete: 3348 
Summary: HHS/PUEP/4 Layer 
Due to the hardness/brittleness of the HHS plates, the shots had to spread out further during testing. A 
duplicate plate was tested to insure enough data points were acquired for an accurate V50.  The first 
plate was shot 5 times, and the second plate was shot 3 times.  The V50 acquired was slightly less than 
that of the 2 layer HHS plate.  Coating material showed signs of self-sealing behavior, but there was 
massive local delamination, hindering sealing performance.  Exit craters were jagged and showed 
signs of cracking and fragmentation. 
(a)—Duplicate Plate 
(t)—Test terminated due to max barrel pressure 
Front 
Back 
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Coating response at initial impact.  Shrapnel 
can be seen leaving sides of crater. 
Coating with massive deformation around 
crater.  
Side view of image 2. Approximately 4” of 
deflection. 
After impact, coating retracts back with 
moderate damage around crater. 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP3P  Layers:  4   
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Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP3P Layers:  8  V50:  2,433 ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6(a) 
7(a) 
8(a) 
9(a) 
10(a) 
3338 
3218 
3056 
2948 
2802 
2612 
2273 
2451 
2315 
2415 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
P 
C 
P 
P 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
Y 
V50: 2433   Range: 36 
High Partial: 2415  Low Complete: 2451 
Summary: HHS/PUEP/8 Layer 
Due to the hardness/brittleness of the HHS plates, the shots had to spread out further during testing. A 
duplicate plate was tested to insure enough data points were acquired for an accurate V50.  The first 
plate was shot 5 times, and the second plate was shot 5 times as well.  The V50 acquired was 
drastically less than that of the 2 and 4 layer HHS plates.  This was expected, due to previous work by 
Gamache et.al.  The ballistic performance of the 8 layer plate was overestimated during the first 
duplicate plate testing as all shots fired penetrated easily (shown above in shots 1-5).  Coating material 
showed no signs of self-sealing behavior, but there was massive local delamination, hindering sealing 
performance.  Exit craters were jagged and showed signs of cracking and fragmentation. 
(a)—Duplicate Plate 
Front 
Back 
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Coating response at initial impact. Projectile is 
visible as it enters the plate. 
Coating with massive material loss around the 
crater. 
Side view shows the deformation of the 
coating.  Projectile can be seen leaving the 
back of the plate. 
After initial impact, coating material can be 
seen being expelled from the plate. 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP3P  Layers:  8   
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Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP3P Layers:  12  V50:  3,059 ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6(a) 
7(a) 
8(a) 
3167 
3116 
3067 
3105 
3072 
3025 
3045 
3039 
C 
C 
P 
C 
C 
P 
C 
P 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
V50: 3059   Range: 80 
High Partial: 3067  Low Complete: 3045 
Summary: HHS/PUEP/12 Layer 
Due to the hardness/brittleness of the HHS plates, the shots had to spread out further during testing. A 
duplicate plate was tested to insure enough data points were acquired for an accurate V50.  The first 
plate was shot 5 times, and the second plate was shot 3 times.  The V50 acquired was drastically less 
than that of the 2 and 4 layer HHS plates, but higher than the 8 layer plate.  Coating material showed 
good signs of self-sealing behavior.  The average crater diameter was 0.25”.  There were also signs of 
bulging around the crater due to local delamination.   Exit craters were jagged and showed signs of 
cracking and fragmentation. 
(a)—Duplicate Plate 
Front 
Back 
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Coating response after initial impact. Crater is 
at its widest diameter. 
After penetration, material retracts and crater 
diameter reduces. 
Side view shows the deformation of the 
coating.  Projectile can be seen leaving the 
back of the plate. 
Side view of image 2. Coating retracts with 
moderate damage. 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP3P  Layers:  12   
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Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP Layers:  22  V50:  3,333+ ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3(t) 
3094 
3212 
3333 
P 
P 
P 
N 
N 
N 
V50: 3333+   Range: n/a 
High Partial: 3333  Low Complete: n/a 
Summary: HHS/PUEP/22 Layer 
The 22 layer HHS plate was tested last and the test barrel had begun to heat up due to extensive use.  
The maximum testing velocity was reduced and penetration was unable to occur.  Further testing will 
need to be done to find a definitive V50 when the barrel is at maximum testing velocity.  The coating 
showed no signs of self-sealing behavior; however, it performed better than the TC-128 22 layer plate.  
This could be due to the hardness of the substrate, as the coatings are identical.  The 
aluminum/polyurea coating showed signs of massive local and global delamination; so much so, that 
the entire coating sheared off from the substrate. 
(t)—Test terminated due to max barrel pressure 
Front 
Back 
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Projectile enters coating. Coating at maximum deflection. Crater is 
approximately the same diameter as the 
projectile, but there is obvious global damage 
around impact. 
Final frame, coating shows no elastic response.   
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate:  HHS  Coating:  PUEP3P  Layers:  12   
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Plate:  TC-128 (Cold)  Coating:  HNBR TSS3P Layers:  2 V50:  3,338+ ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1 
2 
3(t) 
3323  
3323 
3338 
P 
P 
P 
N 
N 
N 
V50: 3338+   Range: n/a 
High Partial: 3338  Low Complete: n/a 
Summary: TC-128/HNBRTSS/2 Layer/Cold Test 
Plate was shot three times and test was terminated due to failure to penetrate plate at maximum barrel 
pressure for 0.50 caliber M33 cartridge.  Without further testing with faster projectile, V50 calculation 
can only be assumed as some velocity higher than the highest partial penetration, signified with  (+).  
The cold testing HNBR TSS plate had a similar V50 as the HNBR TSS plate tested at ambient 
temperatures; however, both were tested at the upper velocity test limit.  Impact craters on coating face 
were 0.14” in diameter.  Also, coating sealed up well enough for no light to be able to be seen shining 
through.  Additionally, there are no bulges, but there were signs of brittle coating behavior.  Cracks 
and global delamination are visually apparent.   
(t)—Test terminated due to max barrel pressure 
1: -2°F        2: 15°F        3: 28°F 
Front 
Back 
 = Uncoated TC-128 trend line (3,186 ft/s) 
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Plate:  TC-128 (Cold)  Coating:  HNBR TSP3P Layers:  2 V50:  3,336+ ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
2 
3(t) 
 
3336 
3331 
P 
P 
P 
N 
N 
N 
V50: 3336+   Range: n/a 
High Partial: 3336  Low Complete: n/a 
Summary: TC-128/HNBRTSP/2 Layer/Cold Test 
Plate was shot three times and test was terminated due to failure to penetrate plate at maximum barrel 
pressure for 0.50 caliber M33 cartridge.  Without further testing with faster projectile, V50 calculation 
can only be assumed as some velocity higher than the highest partial penetration, signified with  (+).  
Neither cold tested plate performed better than the other, due to velocity constraints.  The cold testing 
HNBR TSP plate had a similar V50 as the HNBR TSP plate tested at ambient temperatures; however, 
both were tested at the upper velocity test limit.  Impact craters on coating face were 0.14” in diameter.  
Also, coating sealed up well enough for no light to be able to be seen shining through.  Additionally, 
there are no bulges, but there were signs of brittle coating behavior.  Cracks and global delamination 
are visually apparent.    
(t)—Test terminated due to max barrel pressure 
1: 2°F        2: 10°F        3: 22°F 
Front 
Back 
 = Uncoated TC-128 trend line (3,186 ft/s) 
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Plate:  TC-128 (Obliquity) Coating:  None  Layers:  None  V50:  3,186 ft/s 
Shot Velocity (ft/s) Result Include 
1(a) 
2(a) 
3(a) 
4(b) 
5(b) 
6(b) 
7(c) 
8(c)(t) 
3218 
3274 
3250 
NR 
3277 
3142 
3262 
3333 
P 
C 
C 
C 
C 
P 
P 
P 
Y 
N 
Y 
N 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
V50 @ 15°: 3234  Range: 32 
V50 @ 30°: 3210  Range: 135 
V50 @ 15°: 3333+  Range: n/a 
Summary: TC-128/Uncoated/Obliquity 
The plate was shot three times each for the 15 and 30 degree obliquity.  The 45 degree obliquity was 
tested twice and terminated due to failure to penetrate at maximum barrel pressure.  As expected, the 
V50 for 15 degree obliquity was greater than that of no obliquity (3186).  However, the 30 degree 
obliquity V50 should have been higher than the 15 degree obliquity.  Although there was a complete 
penetration on the fourth shot on the plate; shrapnel from the impact shredded a chronograph cable.  
There was no velocity data for that shot, which was the second shot of the 15 degree obliquity.  The 
loss of data caused a skew in the data points and the 30 degree shot is artificially low.  More testing 
will be required to get a more accurate V50.  The 45 degree obliquity, as expected, did not penetrate.  
The trajectory of the bullet causes deflection off the surface, in addition to nullifying the sharp point of 
the projectile.  Also, at that angle, the thickness of the plate is increased from 0.75” to approximately 
1.10”. 
(c)—45° Obliquity 
(b)—30° Obliquity 
—15° Obliquity 
—Test terminated due to max barrel pressure 
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15 degree obliquity at impact. Projectile is 
visible. 
15 degree obliquity impact crater after full 
penetration. 
45 degree obliquity at impact.  Projectile is 
visible. 
45 degree obliquity after impact.  Deflected 
projectile is visible in front of crater as it 
rebounds from surface. 
30 degree obliquity at impact. Projectile is 
visible. 
30 degree obliquity impact crater after full 
penetration. 
High-Speed Video Analysis 
Plate: TC-128  Coating: Uncoated  Layers:  1   
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APPENDIX C 
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Numerical Evaluation/AUTODYN Data 
 Parametric Evaluations 
 First Trial: The first simulation implemented Shock EOS and the default strength 
and failure model for polyurea.  The following parameters were input into the 
material properties: 
 Density: 1.098 g/cm3 
 Gaussian coefficient: 3.26 
 C1: 1.85 x 103 
 S1: 2.13 
 
 Second Trial: The second simulation used Shock EOS and the Multi-Linear 
Hardening Strength model for polyurea.  The material properties remained the 
same as the first trial with the addition of a shear modulus of 9 x 10
4
 and stress-
strain data from the chart below. 
 
 
 
Plastic Strain Yield Stress 
0 1.852344885 
0.1578 6.182812347 
0.3129 9.484336168 
0.599 14.80860756 
0.8396 20.95792748 
1.1417 32.41618761 
1.3236 44.15676379 
1.492 
1.6417 
1.7353 
65.38881728 
103.4070495 
143.5478286 
*Stress in MPa* 
Plastic Strain Yield Stress 
0 5.786027736 
0.1203 12.11483652 
0.3208 20.2188451 
0.5615 29.01654614 
0.8021 41.06575633 
1.1042 63.51750491 
1.3315 94.99063889 
1.4919 
1.6042 
1.6978 
142.3454322 
202.6196866 
281.2730484 
*Stress in MPa* 
Stress-strain @ 14 s
-1 Stress-strain @ 10,000 s
-1
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 Experimental Setup/Procedure for Verification of V50 Testing 
 
 Symmetry: 2D  
 Solver: Dual—Lagrangian & SPH  
 Materials: TC-128, Aluminum, 10-06 Steel, PUEP3P, HNBR TSS3P, HNBR TSP3P 
 Plate: Built according to experimental plates used in ballistic limit tests (shown 
below) 
 Coating: Configured according to experimental plates used in ballistic limit tests 
(shown below) 
 Projectile: Replica of 0.50 caliber M33 Ball penetrator core (true dimensions) 
 Velocity: Ranges in relation to V50 value acquired from experimental testing 
 Boundary Conditions/Restraints: Fully restrained top and bottom 
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 Numerical Analysis Procedure 
 
1. Material data was input into solver 
2. Projectile was modeled 
a. Projectile built as a three part Lagrangian element including a tapered tail (1), 
rectangular shaft (2), and an ogive shaped tip (3). 
b. Gauge was inserted at rear-center node of projectile to track average x-velocity 
vs. time. 
 
3. Velocity of projectile was chosen according to experimental V50 analysis 
a. Projectile V50 is outlined in RED: 
i. V50 is average of all Avg. Vel. marked with a Y.  Indicates if Avg. Vel. 
value was included in V50 calculation. 
ii. Range of Results, shown in ORANGE, is the range of lowest partial and 
highest complete 
4. Plates were modeled 
a. Plate description is outlined in GREEN: 
i. 1st Term: Plate Material—TC-128 & HHS  
ii. 2nd Term: Coating Material—Polyurea/Epoxy POSS 3phr*, HNBR TSS, 
HNBR TSP 
iii. 3rd Term: Layer System—2, 4, 8, 12, 22 layers 
iv. 4th Term: Plate ID—A, B, C 
b. Plates were 12”x 12” with varying thicknesses depending on layering system.  
Average thickness is outlined in PURPLE. 
*phr: per hundred rubber, 3phr is 3 grams of POSS to 100 grams of Polyurea* 
5. Plates were restrained 
a. Throughout the thickness along the top and bottom of the plate.  The restraints 
were approximately 2” from top and bottom.   
Line of 
Symmetry 
3.7 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 
9.9 13.05 23.59 
1 2 3 
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b. 2D plate is restrained as a cross-section of first figure shown above 
6. Simulation was executed 
a. Velocity vs. time graph consulted at conclusion of each case. 
b. If curve went to zero, case was considered partial penetration—velocity was 
increased. 
c. If curve did not reach zero, case was considered full penetration—velocity was 
reduced. 
d. Cases were repeated until range between partial and full penetration were within 2 
m/s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2”(a)
2”(t)
RestrainedFront 
RestrainedBack 
Free 
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 TC-128 Plate Numerical Setup 
 
   
 
TC-128 Uncoated 
Used for uncoated “control” 
test & obliquity study 
1 Layer TC-128 @ 0.75” 
TC-128/PUEP/2L 
1 Layer TC-128 @ 0.75”     
1 Layer PUEP @ 0.50” 
TC-128/PUEP/22L 
1 Layer TC-128 @ 0.75”               
10 Layers Al @ 0.012”                  
11 Layers PUEP @ 0.012 
    
TC-128/HNBRTSS/2L 
1 Layer TC-128 @ 0.75”                   
1 Layer HNBRTSS @ 1.625” 
TC-128/HNBRTSP/2L 
1 Layer TC-128 @ 0.75”                   
1 Layer HNBRTSP @ 1.625” 
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 Numerical Analysis Parameters: Polyurea/POSS 3phr 
 Young’s Modulus: 19,550 kPa 
 Poisson’s Ratio: 0.486 [Nemat-Nasser et al. 2004] 
 Ultimate True Stress: 198,680 kPa 
 Elongation: ~550% 
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 Numerical Analysis Parameters: HNBR TSS 3phr 
 
 Young’s Modulus: 18,667 kPa 
 Poisson’s Ratio: 0.500 
 Ultimate True Stress: 167,383 kPa 
 Elongation: ~450% 
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 Numerical Analysis Parameters: HNBR TSP 3phr 
 
 Young’s Modulus: 14,778 kPa 
 Poisson’s Ratio: 0.500 
 Ultimate True Stress: 179,428 kPa 
 Elongation: ~420% 
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 Numerical Analysis Parameters: TC-128 Steel (Target Plate) 
 Poisson’s Ratio: 0.32 
 Yield Stress: 436,995 kPa 
 Ultimate Stress: 581,710 kPa 
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 Numerical Analysis Parameters: 10-06 Steel (Projectile) 
 Young's Modulus:  206.8427187 Gpa 
 Poisson's Ratio:  0.29  
 Yield Stress @ 0.2% offset: 168,921 kPa 
 Ultimate Stress: 303,369 kPa 
 Elongation:  30%  
  Source: Mark Lee, a finite element engineer at ATK. 
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 TC128 Uncoated Numerical V50 Analysis 
 Trial 1: 3,186 fps (971 mps) Partial Penetration Experimental V50 
 Trial 2: 3,245 fps (989 mps) Partial Penetration 
 Trial 3: 3,248 fps (990 mps) Full Penetration 
 Numerical V50: 3,247 fps (989.5 mps) 
 
 
 
TC128 Uncoated: Velocity: 
3,245 fps/989 mps.3306  
TC128 Uncoated. Velocity: 
3,248 fps/990 mps.1 
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 TC128 2 Layer TSS 3Phr Numerical V50 Analysis 
 Trial 1: 3,330 fps (1,015 mps) Partial Penetration Experimental V50 
 Trial 2: 3,340 fps (1,018 mps) Partial Penetration 
 Trial 3: 3,346 fps (1,020 mps) Full Penetration 
 Numerical V50: 3,343 fps (1,019 mps) 
 
 
 
TC128 TSS3P: Velocity 
3,330 fps/1,015 mps. 
TC128 TSS3P: Velocity 
3,346 fps/1,020 mps. 
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 TC128 2 Layer TSP 3Phr Numerical V50 Analysis 
 Trial 1: 3,358 fps (1,024 mps) Partial Penetration Experimental V50 
 Trial 2: 3,396 fps (1,035 mps) Partial Penetration 
 Trial 3: 3,406 fps (1,038 mps) Full Penetration 
 Numerical V50: 3,402 fps (1,037 mps) 
 
 
  
TC128 TSP3P: Velocity: 3,358 
fps/1,024 mps. 
TC128 TSP3P: 3,406 fps/1,038 
mps 
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 TC128 2 Layer Polyurea Epoxy POSS 3Phr Numerical V50 Analysis 
 Trial 1: 3,190 fps (972 mps) Partial Penetration Experimental V50 
 Trial 2: 3,133 fps (955 mps) Partial Penetration 
 Trial 3: 3,140 fps (957 mps) Full Penetration 
 Numerical V50:  3,136 fps (956 mps) 
 
 
 
 
TC128 PUEP3P: Velocity 
3,133 fps/955 mps. 
TC128 PUEP3P: Velocity 
3,140 fps/957 mps. 
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